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Abstract. We present a new proof and its generalization of Pinchuk’s theo-
rem of the analytic continuation of a biholomorphic mapping from a strictly
pseudoconvex real-analytic hypersurface to a compact strictly pseudoconvex
real-analytic hypersurface.
1
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0. Introduction and Preliminary
The main purpose of this article is to present new proofs and their general-
izations of the following three theorems concerning the analytic continuation of a
biholomorphic mapping on a strongly pseudoconvex analytic real hypersurface.
First, we concern Vitushkin’s theorem of a germ of a biholomorphic mapping(cf.
[Vi]) as follows:
Theorem 0.1 (Vitushkin). Let M, M ′ be two strongly pseudoconvex analytic real
hypersurfaces in Cn+1 and p, p′ be points respectively on M,M ′ such that the germ
M at the point p and the germ M ′ at the point p′ are biholomorphically equivalent.
Then there is a positive real number δ depending only on M,M ′ and p, p′ such that
a biholomorphic mapping φ on an open connected neighborhood U of the point p is
analytically continued to the open ball B(p; δ) as a biholomorphic mapping whenever
φ(p) = p′ and φ(U ∩M) ⊂M ′.
Next, we concern Pinchuk’s theorem of the analytic continuation of a biholomor-
phic mapping on a spherical analytic real hypersurface(cf. [Pi], [CJ]) as follows:
Theorem 0.2 (Pinchuk, Chern-Ji). Let M be a spherical strongly pseudoconvex
analytic real hypersurface in Cn+1, U be an open connected neighborhood of a point
p ∈M, and φ be a biholomorphic mapping on U such that φ (U ∩M) ⊂ S2n+1. Then
the mapping φ is analytically continued along any path inM as a local biholomorphic
mapping.
Finally, we concern Pinchuk’s theorem of the analytic continuation of a biholo-
morphic mapping on a nonspherical nondegenerate analytic real hypersurface(cf.
[Pi], [Vi]) as follows:
Theorem 0.3 (Pinchuk, Ezhov-Kruzhilin-Vitushkin). Let M,M ′ be nonspherical
strongly pseudoconvex analytic real hypersurfaces in Cn+1 such that M ′ is compact.
Suppose that there are an open connected neighborhood U of a point p ∈ M and a
biholomorphic mapping φ on U such that
φ (M ∩ U) ⊂M ′.
Then the mapping φ is analytically continued along any path on M as a local bi-
holomorphic mapping.
In the following subsections, we provide some preliminary results from the papers
[Pa2] and [Pa3]. We have attempted to present the results of this paper in the 18th
DaeWoo Workshop at Hanseo University, Korea. The short outline of the main
results in this article shall appear in the proceedings of the Daewoo Workshop.
0.1. Existence and uniqueness theorem. We take a coordinate systime of Cn×
C as follows:
z ≡ (z1, · · · , zn) , w = u+ iv ≡ zn+1.
A holomorphic mapping φ in Cn × C consists of (n+ 1) holomorphic functions
f ≡ (f1, · · · , fn), g ≡ fn+1.
We keep the notations
〈z, z〉 ≡ z1z1 + · · ·+ zeze − · · · − znzn
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and
∆ ≡ ∂
2
∂z1∂z1
+ · · ·+ ∂
2
∂ze∂ze
− · · · − ∂
2
∂zn∂zn
.
Then it is known that a nondegenerate analytic hypersurface M is locally biholo-
morphic to a real hypersurface of the following form(cf. [CM], [Pa2]):
v = 〈z, z〉+
∞∑
s,t≥2
Fst (z, z, u)
where
∆F22 = ∆
2F23 = ∆
3F33 = 0.
We shall denote by H the isotropy subgroup of a real hyperquadric v = 〈z, z〉 such
that
H =



 ρ 0 0−√|ρ|Ua √|ρ|U 0
−r − i〈a, a〉 2ia† 1

 :
〈Uz, Uz〉 = sign(ρ)〈z, z〉, a ∈ Cn,
ρ 6= 0, ρ, r ∈ R
a† =
(
a1, · · · , ae,−ae+1, · · · ,−an
)

 .
Theorem 0.4 (Chern-Moser). Let M be a nondegenerate analytic real hypersur-
face in Cn+1 defined near the origin by the equation
v = 〈z, z〉+ F (z, z, u)(0.1)
where
F (z, z, u) = o
(
|z1|2 + · · ·+ |zn|2 + |w|2
)
.
Then, for each element (U, a, ρ, r) ∈ H, there exists a unique biholomorphic mapping
φ = (f, g) near the origin which transforms M to a real hypersurface in Chern-
Moser normal form such that(
∂f
∂z
∣∣∣∣
0
)
= C,
(
∂f
∂w
∣∣∣∣
0
)
= −Ca
Re
(
∂g
∂w
∣∣∣∣
0
)
= ρ, Re
(
∂2g
∂w2
∣∣∣∣
0
)
= 2ρr
where the constants (U, a, ρ, r) shall be called the initial value of the normalization
φ.
We present a brief outline of the proof of Theorem 0.4(cf. [CM], [Pa2]). First of
all, we show that there is a biholomorphic mapping
φ1 :
{
z = z∗ +D(z∗, w∗)
w = w∗ + g(z∗, w∗)
which transforms the equation (0.1) to an equation of the form
v∗ = F ∗11 (z
∗, z∗, u∗) +
∑
s,t≥2
F ∗st (z
∗, z∗, u∗) .
Then we set
p(u) ≡ D(0, u)
and we verify that the functions
D(z, w), g(z, w), F ∗st (z, z, u)
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are uniquely determined by the function F (z, z, u) and p(u) whenever we require
the following normalizing condition
g(0, u) = −g(0, u).
Further, the functions(
∂|I|D
∂zI
∣∣∣∣
z=v=0
)
,
(
∂|I|g
∂zI
∣∣∣∣
z=v=0
)
,
(
∂|I|+|J|F ∗st
∂zI∂zJ
∣∣∣∣
z=z=0
)
depend analytically on u and p(u), rationally on p′(u), and polynomially on the
higher order derivatives of p(u).
At this point, we need an operator tr introduced by Chern and Moser as follows:
trF ∗st (z, z, u) =
1
st
n∑
α,β=0
hαβ(u)
(
∂2F ∗st
∂zα∂zβ
)
(z, z, u)
where
F ∗11 (z, z, u) =
n∑
α,β=0
hαβ(u)z
αzβ
and
(
hαβ(u)
)
is the inverse matrix of (hαβ(u)) . Then we show that the equation
(tr)2F ∗23 (z, z, u) = 0
is an ordinary differential equation of the function p(u) as follows:
p′′ = Q(u, p, p, p′, p′).
Hence, for a given value p′(0) ≡ Dw(0, 0) ∈ Cn, there is a unique biholomorphic
mapping φ1 which satisfies the normalizaing condition and which transforms the
equation (0.1) to an equation of the following form
v = F ∗11 (z, z, u) +
∑
s,t≥2
F ∗st (z, z, u)(0.2)
where
(tr)2F ∗23 (z, z, u) = 0.
Note that, for a biholomorphic mapping φ, φ(0) = 0, near the origin, there is a
unique decomposition
φ = φ2 ◦ φ1
where
φ1 :
{
z = z∗ +D(z∗, w∗)
w = w∗ + g(z∗, w∗)
φ2 :
{
z∗ =
√
sign{q′(0)}q′(w)E(w)z
w∗ = q(w)
.
and where the function D(z, w), g(z, w), E(w), q(w) are complex analytic such that
D(0, 0) = Dz(0, w) = 0, g(0, 0) = q(0) = 0
g(0, u) = −g(0, u), q(u) = q(u)
detE(0) 6= 0 det q′(0) 6= 0.
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Let φ be the biholomorphic mapping which transforms the equation (0.2) to a
defining equation satisfying the following condition
v = 〈z, z〉+
∑
s,t≥2
Gst (z, z, u)
where
∆2G23 (z, z, u) = 0.
Then there is a unique decomposition of a biholomorphic mapping φ such that
φ = φ∗ ◦ φ1
where
φ∗ :
{
z∗ =
√
sign{q′(0)}q′(w)E(w)z
w∗ = q(w)
and
F ∗11 (z, z, u) = sign{q′(0)}〈E(u)z, E(u)z〉.
Second, we take a matrix valued function E1(u) such that
F ∗11 (z, z, u) = 〈E1(u)z, E1(u)z〉.
Then there is a biholomorphic mapping
φ2 :
{
z∗ = E(w)z
w∗ = w
which transforms the equation (0.2) to an equation of the same form
v∗ = 〈z∗, z∗〉+
∑
s,t≥2
Gst (z
∗, z∗, u∗)
where
∆2G23 (z, z, u) = 0.
Further, the function E(u) is uniquely determined up to a function U(u) such that
E(u) = U(u)E1(u)
where
〈U(u)z, U(u)z〉 = 〈z, z〉.
Then we show that the equation
∆G22 (z, z, u) = 0
is an ordinary differential equation of the function U(u) as follows:
U(u)−1U ′(u) = R(u).
Hence, for a given value U(0), there is a unique biholomorphic mapping φ2 which
transforms the equation (0.2) to an equation of the following form
v = 〈z, z〉+
∑
s,t≥2
Gst (z, z, u)(0.3)
where
∆G22 (z, z, u) = ∆
2G23 (z, z, u) = 0.
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Third, we show that there is a biholomorphic mapping
φ3 :
{
z∗ =
√
sign{q′(0)}q′(w)z
w∗ = q(w)
which transforms the equation (0.3) to an equation of the same form
v∗ = 〈z∗, z∗〉+
∑
s,t≥2
G∗st (z
∗, z∗, u∗)
where
∆G∗22 (z, z, u) = ∆
2G∗23 (z, z, u) = 0.
Then we show that the equation
∆3G∗33 (z, z, u) = 0
is an ordinary differential equation of the function q(u) as follows:
q′′′
3q′
− 1
2
(
q′′
q′
)2
= κ(u).
Hence, for given values q′(0), q′′(0), there is a unique biholomorphic mapping φ3
which transforms the equation (0.3) to an equation of the following form
v = 〈z, z〉+
∑
s,t≥2
G∗st (z, z, u)
where
∆G22 (z, z, u) = ∆
2G23 (z, z, u) = ∆
3G33 (z, z, u) = 0.
Thus the existence and uniqueness of the biholomorphic mapping φ have been
reduced to the existence and uniqueness of solutions of the ordinary differential
equations, where some constants U, a, ρ, r appear as the initial values of the solu-
tions.
In the paper [Pa2], we have showed that there exist a family of normal forms as
follows:
v =
1
4α
ln
1
1− 4α〈z, z〉 +
∑
s,t≥2
Fst (z, z, u)
where α, β ∈ R and {
∆F22 = ∆
2F23 = 0
∆3F33 = β∆
4 (F22)
2 .
In the case of α = 0, we assume
v = 〈z, z〉+
∑
s,t≥2
Fst (z, z, u) .
The value (α, β) is called the type of normal form. Chern-Moser normal form is
given in the case of α = β = 0 and Moser-Vitushkin normal form is defined by
taking α 6= 0 and β = 0.
Then each normalization of a real hypersurface M to a normal form of a given
type (α, β) is determined by constant initial value parameterized by the local au-
tomorphism group H of the following real hypersurface
v =
1
4α
ln
1
1− 4α〈z, z〉 ,
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which is locally biholomorphic to a real hyperquadric.
Theorem 0.5. Let M be a nondegenerate analytic real hypersurface defined by
v =
∞∑
k=2
Fk (z, z, u) .
Then there exist unique natural mappings for each k ≥ 2 such that
ν : {Fl (z, z, u) : l ≤ k} ×H × R2 7−→ (fk−1 (z, w) , gk (z, w))
κ : {Fl (z, z, u) : l ≤ k} ×H × R2 7−→ F ∗k (z, z, u)
such that, for a given σ ∈ H and α, β ∈ R, the formal series mapping
φ =
( ∞∑
k=1
fk (z, w) ,
∞∑
k=2
gk (z, w)
)
is a biholomorphic normalization of M with initial value σ ∈ H and
v = 〈z, z〉+
∞∑
k=4
F ∗k (z, z, u)
is the defining equation of the real hypersurface φ (M) in normal form of type (α, β).
Then we obtain the following theorem
Theorem 0.6. Let M be a nondegenerate analytic real hypersurface defined by
v =
∞∑
k=2
F2(z, z, u)
and φ = (
∑
k fk,
∑
k gk) be a normalization of M such that the real hypersurface
φ (M) is defined in normal form of type (α, β) by the equation
v = 〈z, z〉+
∞∑
k=4
F ∗k (z, z, u).
Then the functions fk−1, gk, F ∗k , k ≥ 3, are given as a finite linear combination of
finite multiples of the following factors:
(1) the coefficients of the functions Fl, l ≤ k,
(2) the constants C,C−1, ρ, ρ−1, a, r, α, β,
where (C, a, ρ, r) are the initial value of the normalization φ and α, β are the pa-
rameters of normal forms.
0.2. Equation of a chain. In the proof of Theorem 0.4, we have a distinguished
curve γ on M, which is named a chain by E. Cartan [Ca] and Chern-Moser [CM].
Suppose that there is a nondegenerate analytic real hypersurface M defined near
the origin by
v = F (z, z, u), F |0 = Fz|0 = Fz |0 = 0.
Then there exists an ordinary differential equation
p′′ = Q (u, p, p, p′, p′)(0.4)
such that a chain γ, passing through the origin 0 ∈ M , is given near the origin by
the equation
γ :
{
z = p(u)
w = u+ iF (p(u), p(u), u)
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where p(u) is a solution of the ordinary differential equation (0.4).
The explicit form of the equation (0.4), which depends on the function F (z, z, u) ,
is quite complicate(cf. [CM], [Pa2]). Roughly, the function Q in (0.4) is given as
follows:
Q(u, p, p, p′, p′) = (A1 −A2A1−1A2)−1(B −A2A1−1B)(0.5)
where
(1) A1, A2, B are functions of u, p, p, p
′, p′,
(2) A1, A2 are n× n matrices respectively given by
[A1 (u, p, p, p
′, p′)]αβ
=
{
2iFβα + 2 (1 + iF
′)−1
(
F ′β + iF
′′Fβ
)
Fα
}
×{
1− i (1 + iF ′)Fγpγ′ + i (1− iF ′)Fγpγ′ + F ′2
}
−i (1 + iF ′)Fβ × {2iFγαpγ′ + 2F ′′Fα + i (1 + iF ′)F ′α
+2 (1 + iF ′)−1 Fα
(
F ′γp
γ′ + iF ′′Fγpγ′ + iF ′′Fγpγ′
)}
and
[A2 (u, p, p, p
′, p′)]αβ
= 2iF ′′ (1 + iF ′)−1 FαFβ ×{
1− i (1 + iF ′)Fγpγ′ + i (1− iF ′)Fγpγ′ + F ′2
}
+i (1− iF ′)Fβ × {2iFγαpγ′ + 2F ′′Fα + i (1 + iF ′)F ′α
+2 (1 + iF ′)−1 Fα
(
F ′γp
γ′ + iF ′′Fγpγ′ + iF ′′Fγpγ′
)}
where
Fα =
(
∂F
∂zα
)
(p(u), p(u), u) , Fβ =
(
∂F
∂zβ
)
(p(u), p(u), u)
F ′ =
(
∂F
∂u
)
(p(u), p(u), u) , F ′′ =
1
2
(
∂2F
∂u2
)
(p(u), p(u), u)
F ′α =
(
∂2F
∂zα∂u
)
(p(u), p(u), u) , Fαβ =
(
∂2F
∂zα∂zβ
)
(p(u), p(u), u) ,
(3) B is a n× 1 matrix given by at most cubic polynomial with respect to p′, p′
such that B is a finite linear combination of multiples of the derivatives p′, p′
and the following terms:(
∂|I|+|J|+mF
∂zI∂zJ∂um
)
(p(u), p(u), u) for |I|+ |J |+m ≤ 5
and[
det
{
(1− iF ′)2 Fαβ − i (1 + iF ′)F ′αFβ + i (1− iF ′)F ′βFα + 2F ′′FαFβ
}]−1
.
On the real hyperquadric v = 〈z, z〉, the chain γ is locally given by
γ :
{
z = p(u)
w = u+ i〈p(u), p(u)〉
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where p(u) is a solution of the ordinary differential equation(cf. [Pa2]):
p′′ =
2ip′〈p′, p′〉 (1 + 3i〈p, p′〉 − i〈p′, p〉)
(1 + i〈p, p′〉 − i〈p′, p〉) (1 + 2i〈p, p′〉 − 2i〈p′, p〉) .
Further, the chain γ on a real hyperquadric v = 〈z, z〉 is necessarily given as an
intersection of a complex line(cf. [CM], [Pa2]).
Then we may define a chain γ globally. Let M be a nondegenerate analytic real
hypersurface and γ : (0, 1)→M be an open connected curve. Then the curve γ is
called a chain if, for each point p ∈ γ, there exist an open neighborhood U of the
point p and a biholomorphic mapping φ which translates the point p to the origin
and transforms M to Chern-Moser normal form such that
φ (U ∩ γ) ⊂ {z = v = 0} .
An alternative definition of a chain γ may be given through the intrinsic geometry
of nondegenerate real hypersurfaces(cf. [Ca], [CM], [Ta]).
1. Nonsingular matrices
1.1. A family of nonsingular matrices.
Lemma 1.1. Let Am be a matrix as follows:

0 2 0 · · · 0
m 3 4
. . .
0 m− 1 6 6 . . . ...
...
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . . 0
. . . 2 3m− 3 2m
0 · · · 0 1 3m


.
Then the eigenvalues of Am are given by
3m
2
+
m− 2s
2
√
17 for s = 0, · · · ,m.
Proof. We consider the following system of first order ordinary differential equa-
tions:
y′ = z
z′ = 3z + 2y.
Then the general solutions y, z are given by
y(t) = c1e
tλ1 + c2e
tλ2 ,
z(t) = c1λ1e
tλ1 + c2λ2e
tλ2 ,(1.1)
where λ1, λ2, λ1 6= λ2, are the two solutions of the quadratic equation:
x2 − 3x− 2 = 0,
and c1, c2 are arbitrary real numbers.
We take nonzero constants c1, c2 so that y(t), z(t) are linear independent. Then
we obtain (
etλ1
etλ2
)
=
(
c1 c2
c1λ1 c2λ2
)−1(
y(t)
z(t)
)
.(1.2)
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We consider a real vector space V generated by the following elements:
ym−szs for s = 0, 1, · · · ,m.
By the equalities (1.1) and (1.2), the vector space V is generated as well by the
following elements:
exp t(sλ1 + (m− s)λ2) for s = 0, 1, · · · ,m.(1.3)
We put
B1 =


ym
ym−1z
...
yzm−1
zm

 and B2 =


etmλ1
et((m−1)λ1+λ2)
...
et(λ1+(m−1)λ2)
etmλ2

 .
Then it is verified that
dB1
dt
=


0 2 0 · · · 0
m 3 4
. . .
0 m− 1 6 6 . . . ...
...
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . . 0
. . . 2 3m− 3 2m
0 · · · 0 1 3m


T
B1,(1.4)
and
dB2
dt
=


mλ1 0 · · · 0
0 (m− 1)λ1 + λ2 . . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
...
...
. . . λ1 + (m− 1)λ2 0
0 · · · 0 mλ2


B2.
Hence the derivative d
dt
is an endomorphism on V and the vectors in (1.3) are
the eigenvectors of the endomorphism d
dt
. Thus the matrix Am has eigenvalues as
follows:
sλ1 + (m− s)λ2 for s = 0, 1, · · · ,m
where
λ1, λ2 =
3±√17
2
.
This completes the proof.
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Lemma 1.2. Let Bm be a matrix as follows:
Bm =


1 2 3 · · · m m+ 1
m 7−m 4 0 · · · 0
0 m− 1 10−m 6 . . . ...
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . . 0
...
. . . 2 2m+ 1 2m
0 · · · 0 1 2m+ 4


.
Then the matrix Bm is nonsingular.
Proof. We easily verify that
detBm =
1
4
detCm(1.5)
where
Cm =


4−m 2 0 · · · 0
m 7−m 4 . . . ...
0 m− 1 10−m 6 . . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . . 0
...
. . . 2 2m+ 1 2m
0 · · · 0 1 2m+ 4


.
Note that
Cm = Am − (m− 4)id(m+1)×(m+1).(1.6)
By Lemma 1.1, the eigenvalues of the matrix Am is given as follows:
3m
2
+
m− 2s
2
√
17 for s = 0, · · · ,m.
Thus the eigenvalues of the matrix Cm is given by
m+ 8
2
+
m− 2s
2
√
17 for s = 0, · · · ,m.
The matrix Cm does not have 0 as its eigenvalue. Therefore the matrix Cm is
nonsingular, i.e.,
detCm 6= 0.
By the relation (1.5),
detBm =
1
4
detCm 6= 0
so that the matrix Bm is nonsingular. This completes the proof.
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1.2. Sufficient condition for Nonsingularity.
Lemma 1.3. Let ∆(m), m ∈ N, denote the function defined as follows:
∆(m) =
m∑
k=0
(
m
k
)
kλ1 + (m− k)λ2 − (m− 4)
(
λ2
λ2 − λ1
)k ( −λ1
λ2 − λ1
)m−k
where
λ1 =
3−√17
2
, λ2 =
3 +
√
17
2
.
Then
detEm(m+ 1)
detEm(m)
= ∆(m)−1
where
Em(m+ 1) =


4−m 2 0 · · · 0
m 7−m 4 . . . ...
0
. . .
. . .
. . . 0
...
. . . 2 2m+ 1 2m
0 · · · 0 1 2m+ 4


and
Em(m) =


7−m 4 0 · · · 0
m− 1 10−m 6 . . . ...
0
. . .
. . .
. . . 0
...
. . . 2 2m+ 1 2m
0 · · · 0 1 2m+ 4


.
Proof. We easily see that
ε =
detEm(m+ 1)
detEm(m)
if and only if the following matrix is singular:

4−m− ε 2 0 · · · 0
m 7−m 4 . . . ...
0 m− 1 10−m 6 . . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . . 0
...
. . . 2 2m+ 1 2m
0 · · · 0 1 2m+ 4


.
Then, by the equalities (1.4) and (1.6), there are constants cs, s = 0, · · · ,m − 1,
which are not all zero and satisfy the following equality:
m−1∑
s=0
cs
d
dt
(
yszm−se−t(m−4)
)
=
d
dt
(
yme−t(m−4)
)
− εyme−t(m−4)(1.7)
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whenever
ε =
detEm(m+ 1)
detEm(m)
.
By the expression (1.1), we obtain
yme−t(m−4) = (c1etλ1 + c2etλ2)me−t(m−4)
=
m∑
k=0
(
m
k
)
ck1c
m−k
2 e
tkλ1+t(m−k)λ2e−t(m−4)
=
d
dt
{
m∑
k=0
(
m
k
)
ck1c
m−k
2 e
tkλ1+t(m−k)λ2e−t(m−4)
kλ1 + (m− k)λ2 − (m− 4)
}
.
By using the expression (1.2), we obtain
yme−t(m−4) =
d
dt


m∑
k=0
(
m
k
) (
λ2y−z
λ2−λ1
)k (−λ1y+z
λ2−λ1
)m−k
e−t(m−4)
kλ1 + (m− k)λ2 − (m− 4)

 .(1.8)
Because the derivative d
dt
is an isomorphism, the equalities (1.7) and (1.8) yields
m−1∑
s=0
csy
szm−s = ym − ε
m∑
k=0
(
m
k
) (
λ2y−z
λ2−λ1
)k (−λ1y+z
λ2−λ1
)m−k
kλ1 + (m− k)λ2 − (m− 4) .(1.9)
We easily see that the equality (1.9) is satisfied by some constants cs only if we
have the following equality:
1− ε
m∑
k=0
(
m
k
) (
λ2
λ2−λ1
)k ( −λ1
λ2−λ1
)m−k
kλ1 + (m− k)λ2 − (m− 4) = 0.
Thus we have
ε = ∆(m)−1.
This completes the proof.
Lemma 1.4. Let Bm(2), m ≥ 3, and Bm(3), m ≥ 4, be matrices as follows:
Bm(2) =


2 3 4 · · · m m+ 1
m− 1 7−m 6 0 · · · 0
0 m− 2 10−m 8 . . . ...
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . . 0
...
. . . 2 2m+ 1 2m
0 · · · 0 1 2m+ 4


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and
Bm(3) =


3 4 5 · · · m m+ 1
m− 2 10−m 8 0 · · · 0
0 m− 3 13−m 10 . . . ...
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . . 0
...
. . . 2 2m+ 1 2m
0 · · · 0 1 2m+ 4


.
Then
detBm(2) 6= 0 if and only if ∆(m)−1 6= 4,
detBm(3) 6= 0 if and only if ∆(m)−1 6= −4
3
(m− 3).
Proof. We easily verify that
detBm(2) =
1
4
detCm(2)
where
Cm(2) =


9−m 4 0 · · · 0
m− 1 10−m 6 . . . ...
0 m− 2 13−m 8 . . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . . 0
...
. . . 2 2m+ 1 2m
0 · · · 0 1 2m+ 4


.
Note that
detCm(2) = 0
if and only if there are numbers c1, · · · , cm−1 satisfying

9−m 4 0 · · · 0
m− 1 10−m 6 . . . ...
0 m− 2 13−m 8 . . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . . 0
...
. . . 2 2m+ 1 2m
0 · · · 0 1 2m+ 4




1
c1
...
cm−1


= 0.
Then we easily see

−m 2 0 · · · 0
m 7−m 4 . . . ...
0 m− 1 10−m 6 . . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . . 0
...
. . . 2 2m+ 1 2m
0 · · · 0 1 2m+ 4




2
m
1
c1
...
cm−1


= 0
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so that
det


−m 2 0 · · · 0
m 7−m 4 . . . ...
0 m− 1 10−m 6 . . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . . 0
...
. . . 2 2m+ 1 2m
0 · · · 0 1 2m+ 4


= 0.
Hence, by Lemma 1.3, we verify that
detBm(2) 6= 0
if and only if
∆(m)−1 6= 4.
For the case of Bm(3), we easily verify that
detBm(3) =
1
4
detCm(3)
where
Cm(3) =


14−m 6 0 · · · 0
m− 2 13−m 8 . . . ...
0 m− 3 16−m 10 . . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . . 0
...
. . . 2 2m+ 1 2m
0 · · · 0 1 2m+ 4


.
Note that
detCm(3) = 0
if and only if there are numbers c1, · · · , cm−2 satisfying


14−m 6 0 · · · 0
m− 2 13−m 8 . . . ...
0 m− 3 16−m 10 . . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . . 0
...
. . . 2 2m+ 1 2m
0 · · · 0 1 2m+ 4




1
c1
...
cm−2


= 0.
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Then we easily see

m
3 2 0 · · · 0
m 7−m 4 . . . ...
0 m− 1 10−m 6 . . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . . 0
...
. . . 2 2m+ 1 2m
0 · · · 0 1 2m+ 4




− 24
m(m−1)
4
m−1
1
c1
...
cm−2


= 0
so that
det


m
3 2 0 · · · 0
m 7−m 4 . . . ...
0 m− 1 10−m 6 . . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . . 0
...
. . . 2 2m+ 1 2m
0 · · · 0 1 2m+ 4


= 0.
Hence, by Lemma 1.3, we verify that
detBm(3) 6= 0
if and only if
∆(m)−1 6= −4
3
(m− 3).
This completes the proof.
1.3. Estimates.
Lemma 1.5. For any two positive integers p, q, the inequality∣∣∣∣√17− pq
∣∣∣∣ > 217q2
is satisfied.
Proof. Note that ∣∣∣∣√17− pq
∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣p2 − 17q2∣∣∣∣∣√17 + pq ∣∣∣ q2 ≥
1∣∣∣√17 + pq ∣∣∣ q2 .
Let c be a positive real number. Then we consider integer pairs (p, q) such that∣∣∣∣√17− pq
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1c ,
which yields ∣∣∣∣√17 + pq
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2√17 +
∣∣∣∣√17− pq
∣∣∣∣
≤ 2
√
17 +
1
c
.
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Thus the inequality ∣∣∣∣√17− pq
∣∣∣∣ > 1cq2
is satisfied for all integer pair (p, q), q ≥ 1, by any positive real number c satisfying
c > 2
√
17 +
1
c
,
i.e.,
c >
√
17 +
√
18 = 8.3657 . . . .
This completes the proof.
Lemma 1.6. Let F1(m) be a function of m ∈ N defined by
F1(m) ≡ 192m3
(
m
[0.7m]
)(
λ2
λ2 − λ1
)[0.7m]( −λ1
λ2 − λ1
)m−[0.7m]
.
Then
F1(k) ≤ F1(m)
whenever
m ≥ 100 and k ≥ m+ 11.
Proof. We easily verify that
F1(m+ 1)
F1(m)
=
(
λ2
λ2 − λ1
)(
1 +
1
m
)3
m+ 1
[0.7m] + 1
whenever
[0.7m] 6= [0.7m+ 0.7]
and that
F1(m+ 1)
F1(m)
=
( −λ1
λ2 − λ1
)(
1 +
1
m
)3
m+ 1
m− [0.7m] + 1
whenever
[0.7m] = [0.7m+ 0.7] .
Then we obtain the following estimates:
F1(m+ 1)
F1(m)
≤ 10
7
(
λ2
λ2 − λ1
)(
1 +
1
m
)4
whenever
[0.7m] 6= [0.7m+ 0.7]
and that
F1(m+ 1)
F1(m)
≤ 10
3
( −λ1
λ2 − λ1
)(
1 +
1
m
)4
whenever
[0.7m] = [0.7m+ 0.7] .
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Hence we obtain
F1(m+ 11)
F1(m)
=
F1(m+ 11)
F1(m+ 10)
× · · · × F1(m+ 1)
F1(m)
≤ 10
10
3377
(
λ2
λ2 − λ1
)7( −λ1
λ2 − λ1
)3(
1 +
11
m
)4
.
Note that
10
3
( −λ1
λ2 − λ1
)
≤ 10
7
(
λ2
λ2 − λ1
)
and
0.7× 1 = 0.7, 0.7× 2 = 1.4,
0.7× 3 = 2.1, 0.7× 4 = 2.8,
0.7× 5 = 3.5, 0.7× 6 = 4.2,
0.7× 7 = 4.9, 0.7× 8 = 5.6,
0.7× 9 = 6.3, 0.7× 0 = 0.
Thus we have the following estimates:
F1(m+ 12)
F1(m)
≤ A8B3
(
1 +
12
m
)4
,
F1(m+ 13)
F1(m)
≤ A8B4
(
1 +
13
m
)4
F1(m+ 14)
F1(m)
≤ A8B5
(
1 +
14
m
)4
,
F1(m+ 15)
F1(m)
≤ A9B5
(
1 +
15
m
)4
F1(m+ 16)
F1(m)
≤ A9B6
(
1 +
16
m
)4
,
F1(m+ 17)
F1(m)
≤ A9B7
(
1 +
17
m
)4
F1(m+ 18)
F1(m)
≤ A10B7
(
1 +
18
m
)4
,
F1(m+ 19)
F1(m)
≤ A10B8
(
1 +
19
m
)4
F1(m+ 20)
F1(m)
≤ A10B9
(
1 +
20
m
)4
,
F1(m+ 21)
F1(m)
≤ A10B10
(
1 +
21
m
)4
where
A =
10
7
(
λ2
λ2 − λ1
)
, B =
10
3
( −λ1
λ2 − λ1
)
.
Then the straight forward computation yields
65 ≥ max
{
11
A−
7
4B−
3
4 − 1 ,
12
A−
8
4B−
3
4 − 1 ,
13
A−
8
4B−
4
4 − 1 ,
14
A−
8
4B−
5
4 − 1 ,
15
A−
9
4B−
5
4 − 1 ,
16
A−
9
4B−
6
4 − 1 ,
17
A−
9
4B−
7
4 − 1 ,
18
A−
10
4 B−
7
4 − 1 ,
19
A−
10
4 B−
8
4 − 1 ,
20
A−
10
4 B−
9
4 − 1 ,
21
A−
10
4 B−
10
4 − 1
}
so that
F1(k) ≤ F1(m)
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whenever
m ≥ 65 and k ≥ m+ 11.
This completes the proof.
Lemma 1.7. Let ∆(m) be the function defined in Lemma 1.3. Then
∆(m)−1 6= 4,−4
3
(m− 3) for all m.
Thus the matrices Bm(2), m ≥ 3, and Bm(3), m ≥ 4, are nonsingular.
Proof. We define a function δm as follows:
∆(m)−1 = (4 −m)(1− δm)
so that
(4 −m)∆(m)
= (1− δm)−1
=
m∑
k=0
(
m
k
) (
λ2
λ2−λ1
)k ( −λ1
λ2−λ1
)m−k
1− k
m
mλ1
m−4 − (1− km )mλ2m−4
(1.10)
where
λ1 =
3−√17
2
= −0.5615 . . .
λ2 =
3 +
√
17
2
= 3.5615 . . .
λ2
λ2 − λ1 =
3 +
√
17
2
√
17
= 0.8638 . . .
−λ1
λ2 − λ1 =
−3 +√17
2
√
17
= 0.1361 . . . .
Note that
m∑
k=0
(
m
k
)(
λ2
λ2 − λ1
)k ( −λ1
λ2 − λ1
)m−k
=
(
λ2 − λ1
λ2 − λ1
)m
= 1.
Thus the summation (1.10) is an average of the function
1
1− mλ1
m−4
k
m
− mλ2
m−4 (1− km )
=
m− 4
m
√
17
(
k
m
− 1
2
− m+ 8
2m
√
17
)−1
under the binary distribution(
m
k
)(
λ2
λ2 − λ1
)k ( −λ1
λ2 − λ1
)m−k
.
In the equation (1.10), the function
1
1− mλ1
m−4X − mλ2m−4 (1 −X)
(1.11)
has a singular point at the value
X =
m+ 8 +m
√
17
2m
√
17
.
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But we easily see that
k
m
6= m+ 8 +m
√
17
2m
√
17
for each k = 0, · · · ,m.
Then
(1 − δm)−1 − 1
= δm(1− δm)−1
=
m∑
k=0
k
m
− 12 − 32√17
k
m
− 12 − m+82m√17
·
(
m
k
)(
λ2
λ2 − λ1
)k ( −λ1
λ2 − λ1
)m−k
.
For m ≥ 13, we have
1
2
+
m+ 8
2m
√
17
≤ 0.7 ≤ 1
2
+
3
2
√
17
(1.12)
so that
m∑
k=0
∣∣∣ km − 12 − 32√17
∣∣∣∣∣∣ km − 12 − m+82m√17
∣∣∣ ·
(
m
k
)(
λ2
λ2 − λ1
)k ( −λ1
λ2 − λ1
)m−k
=
[0.7m]∑
k=0
∣∣∣ km − 12 − 32√17
∣∣∣∣∣∣ km − 12 − m+82m√17
∣∣∣ ·
(
m
k
)(
λ2
λ2 − λ1
)k ( −λ1
λ2 − λ1
)m−k
+
m∑
k=[0.7m]+1
∣∣∣ km − 12 − 32√17
∣∣∣∣∣∣ km − 12 − m+82m√17
∣∣∣ ·
(
m
k
)(
λ2
λ2 − λ1
)k ( −λ1
λ2 − λ1
)m−k
where the first summation contains the singular terms as m→∞.
By Lemma 1.5, we have the following estimate:
1∣∣∣ km − 12 − m+82m√17
∣∣∣
=
34m
(m+ 8)
∣∣∣√17− 17(2k−m)m+8 ∣∣∣
< 172m(m+ 8).(1.13)
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By the inequality (1.12) and the estimate (1.13), we obtain
m∑
k=0
∣∣∣ km − 12 − 32√17
∣∣∣∣∣∣ km − 12 − m+82m√17
∣∣∣ ·
(
m
k
)(
λ2
λ2 − λ1
)k ( −λ1
λ2 − λ1
)m−k
≤ 17
√
17(3 +
√
17)
2
m(m+ 8)
[0.7m]∑
k=0
(
m
k
)(
λ2
λ2 − λ1
)k ( −λ1
λ2 − λ1
)m−k
+
(
1
5
− m+ 8
2m
√
17
)−1 m∑
k=[0.7m]+1
∣∣∣∣ km − 12 − 32√17
∣∣∣∣
×
(
m
k
)(
λ2
λ2 − λ1
)k ( −λ1
λ2 − λ1
)m−k
.(1.14)
Note that the binary distribution(
m
k
)(
λ2
λ2 − λ1
)k ( −λ1
λ2 − λ1
)m−k
(1.15)
increases up to the average
k
m
=
1
2
+
3
2
√
17
≥ 0.7.
Thus we obtain, for m ≥ 100,
17
√
17(3 +
√
17)m(m+ 8)
2
[0.7m]∑
k=0
(
m
k
)(
λ2
λ2 − λ1
)k ( −λ1
λ2 − λ1
)m−k
≤ 192m3
(
m
[0.7m]
)(
λ2
λ2 − λ1
)[0.7m]( −λ1
λ2 − λ1
)m−[0.7m]
by the following inequality
17
√
17(3 +
√
17)
2
[0.7m]m(m+ 8) ≤ 192m3 for m ≥ 100.
By numerical computation, we obtain
F1(100) = 2114.7 . . .
F1(200) = 1.5207 . . .
F1(300) ≤ 5.3215× 10−4.
Then, by Lemma 1.6, we obtain the following numerical estimate:
F1(m) ≤ 5.33× 10−4 for m ≥ 400.(1.16)
For the second part of the inequality (1.14), we have the following estimate
m∑
k=0.7m
∣∣∣∣ km − 12 − 32√17
∣∣∣∣
(
m
k
)(
λ2
λ2 − λ1
)k ( −λ1
λ2 − λ1
)m−k
≤
√√√√ m∑
k=0
(
k
m
− 1
2
− 3
2
√
17
)2(
m
k
)(
λ2
λ2 − λ1
)k ( −λ1
λ2 − λ1
)m−k
=
√
2
17m
.
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We easily verify that
F2(m) ≡
(
1
5
− m+ 8
2m
√
17
)−1√
2
17m
ց 0 as m→∞.
By numerical computation, we obtain
F2(400) = 0.2247 . . .
F2(600) = 0.1815 . . .
F2(800) = 0.1564 . . . .(1.17)
Note that we have the following estimate
|δm| ≤ |F (m)|
1− |F (m)|
whenever
F (m) ≡ F1(m) + F2(m) < 1.
Thus we obtain
|δm| ≤ 0.2
whenever
|F (m)| ≤ 1
6
= 0.1666 . . . .
Therefore, by the numerical result in (1.16) and (1.17),
|δm| ≤ 0.2 for all m ≥ 800.
Hence, it suffices to compute the numerical value of the function ∆(m) up to m ≤
800.
Indeed, by numerical computation up to m = 800, we can check the tendency of
the function δm as follows:
|δm| ≤ 0.2(1.18)
for m ≥ 30 so that
∆(m)−1 ≤ −20.
Thus we easily see
∆(m)−1 6= 4,−4
3
(m− 3) for m ≥ 30.
Then we need to check
∆(m)−1 =
detEm(m+ 1)
detEm(m)
6= 4,−4
3
(m− 3) for 1 ≤ m ≤ 29,
or, equivalently,
η(m) =
detEm(m)
detEm(m− 1) =
2m
4−m−∆(m)−1
6= −2 or 6 for 1 ≤ m ≤ 29.
We may compute the value η(m) for 1 ≤ m ≤ 29 by using the following recurrence
relation
detEm(s+ 1) = (2m+ 4− 3s) detEm(s)− 2s(m− s+ 1) detEm(s− 1)
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for s = 2, · · · ,m, with the initial values
detEm(1) = 2m+ 4 and detEm(2) = 4(m+ 1)
2
where
Em(s+ 1) =


2m− 3s+ 4 2(m− s+ 1) 0 · · · 0
s 2m− 3s+ 7 2(m− s+ 2) . . . ...
0
. . .
. . .
. . . 0
...
. . . 2 2m+ 1 2m
0 · · · 0 1 2m+ 4


.
Then we obtain
η(1) = 2.66 . . . η(11) = −7.14 . . . η(21) = −1.65 . . .
η(2) = 4.5 η(12) = 39.86 . . . η(22) = −11.21 . . .
η(3) = 2.75 η(13) = −1.96 . . . η(23) = −31.81 . . .
η(4) = 0.36 . . . η(14) = −9.84 . . . η(24) = −7.43 . . .
η(5) = −5.24 . . . η(15) = 19.83 . . . η(25) = −14.96 . . .
η(6) = 12.05 . . . η(16) = −4.61 . . . η(26) = 118.96 . . .
η(7) = 0.64 . . . η(17) = −13.56 . . . η(27) = −12.12 . . .
η(8) = −5.36 . . . η(18) = 6.45 . . . η(28) = −19.25 . . .
η(9) = 35.53 . . . η(19) = −7.76 . . . η(29) = −3.97 . . .
η(10) = −0.11 . . . η(20) = −19.12 . . . η(30) = −16.30 . . .
(1.19)
This completes the proof.
2. Local automorphism group of a real hypersurface
2.1. Polynomial Identities. We shall use the following notations:
O(k + 1) =
∑
s+2t≥k+1
O
(
|z|s |w|t
)
O×(k + 1) = (O(k), · · · , O(k), O(k + 1)) .
Lemma 2.1. Let M be a nondegenerate analytic real hypersurface defined near the
origin by
v = F (z, z¯, u), F |0 = dF |0 = 0
and φ be a biholomorphic mapping near the origin such that the transformed real
hypersurface φ(M) is defined by the equation
v = 〈z, z〉+ F ∗(z, z¯, u) +O(k + 1).
Suppose that the equation
v = 〈z, z〉+ F ∗(z, z¯, u)
is in normal form. Then there is a normalization ϕ of M such that
ϕ = φ+O×(k + 1).
Further, suppose that the normalization ϕ transforms M to a real hypersurface M ′
in normal form defined by
v = 〈z, z〉+ F ′(z, z¯, u).
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Then
F ′(z, z¯, u) = F ∗(z, z¯, u) +O(k + 1).
In the paper [Pa3], we have given the proof of Lemma 2.1.
Lemma 2.2. Let M be a real hypersurface in normal form defined by the equation
v = 〈z, z〉+
∑
min(s,t)≥2
Fst(z, z, u) +O(l + 2),
where, for all complex number µ,
Fst(µz, µz, µ
2u) = µlFst(z, z, u).
Let φ be a normalization of M with initial value (idn×n, a, 1, 0) ∈ H such that φ
transforms M to a real hypersurface in normal form defined by the equation
v = 〈z, z〉+ F ∗(z, z, u).
Then
F ∗(z, z, u) =
∑
min(s,t)≥2
Fst(z, z, u) +O(l + 2)
if and only if
−2i(〈z, a〉 − 〈a, z〉)
∑
min(s,t)≥2
Fst(z, z, u)
+
∑
min(s−1,t)≥2
∑
α
(
∂Fst
∂zα
)
(z, z, u)aα(u+ i〈z, z〉)
+2i
∑
t≥2
∑
α
(
∂F2t
∂zα
)
(z, z, u)aα〈z, z〉
+
∑
min(s,t−1)≥2
∑
α
(
∂Fst
∂zα
)
(z, z, u)aα(u− i〈z, z〉)
−2i
∑
s≥2
∑
α
(
∂Fs2
∂zα
)
(z, z, u)aα〈z, z〉
+
i
2
∑
min(s,t)≥2
(
∂Fst
∂u
)
(z, z, u) {〈z, a〉(u+ i〈z, z〉)− 〈a, z〉(u− i〈z, z〉)}
+Gl+1(z, z, u)
= 0(2.1)
where, for l = 2k − 1,
Gl+1(z, z, u) =
g
2
{(k − 1)〈z, z〉+ iu}(u+ i〈z, z〉)k−1
+
g
2
{(k − 1)〈z, z〉 − iu}(u− i〈z, z〉)k−1
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and, for l = 2k,
Gl+1(z, z, u) = 〈κ, z〉(u+ i〈z, z〉)k + 〈z, κ〉(u− i〈z, z〉)k
+2ik〈z, z〉〈z, κ〉(u+ i〈z, z〉)k−1
−2ik〈z, z〉〈κ, z〉(u− i〈z, z〉)k−1
−〈z, κ〉(u+ i〈z, z〉)k − 〈κ, z〉(u− i〈z, z〉)k
and
〈κ, z〉 = u
3−k
4k(k − 1)(n+ 1)(n+ 2)
{∑
α
aα∆2
(
∂F33
∂zα
)
(z, z, u)
+
∑
α
aα∆2
(
∂F24
∂zα
)
(z, z, u)
}
g =
u4−k
2k(k − 1)(k − 2)n(n+ 1)(n+ 2)
{∑
α
aα∆3
(
∂F43
∂zα
)
(z, z, u)
+
∑
α
aα∆3
(
∂F34
∂zα
)
(z, z, u)
}
.
Proof. For the initial value (idn×n, a, 1, 0) ∈ H, we have the following decomposi-
tion(cf. [Pa2]):
φ = E ◦ ψ
where E is a normalization with identity initial value and
ψ :
{
z∗ = z−aw1+2i〈z,a〉−i〈a,a〉w
w∗ = ρw1+2i〈z,a〉−i〈a,a〉w
.
The mapping ψ transforms M to a real hypersurface M ′ defined up to O(l+2) by
the equation
v = 〈z, z〉+ Fl(z, z, u)
−2i(〈z, a〉 − 〈a, z〉)Fl(z, z, u)
+
∑
α
(
∂Fl
∂zα
)
(z, z, u)aα(u+ i〈z, z〉)
+
∑
α
(
∂Fl
∂zα
)
(z, z, u)aα(u− i〈z, z〉)
+
i
2
(
∂Fl
∂u
)
(z, z, u){〈z, a〉(u+ i〈z, z〉)− 〈a, z〉(u− i〈z, z〉)}
+O(l + 2)
where
Fl(z, z, u) =
∑
min(s,t)≥2
Fst(z, z, u).
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By virtue of Lemma 2.1, we normalize M ′ up to O(l + 2) by a mapping h = (f, g)
satisfying (
∂f
∂z
∣∣∣∣
0
)
= idn×n,
(
∂f
∂w
∣∣∣∣
0
)
= 0,
ℜ
(
∂g
∂w
∣∣∣∣
0
)
= 1, ℜ
(
∂2g
∂w2
∣∣∣∣
0
)
= 0,
so that we obtain
F ∗(z, z, u) = Fl(z, z, u)− 2i(〈z, a〉 − 〈a, z〉)
∑
min(s,t)≥2
Fst(z, z, u)
+
∑
min(s−1,t)≥2
∑
α
(
∂Fst
∂zα
)
(z, z, u)aα(u+ i〈z, z〉)
+ 2i
∑
t≥2
∑
α
(
∂F2t
∂zα
)
(z, z, u)aα〈z, z〉
+
∑
min(s,t−1)≥2
∑
α
(
∂Fst
∂zα
)
(z, z, u)aα(u− i〈z, z〉)
− 2i
∑
s≥2
∑
α
(
∂Fs2
∂zα
)
(z, z, u)aα〈z, z〉
+
i
2
∑
min(s,t)≥2
(
∂Fst
∂u
)
(z, z, u){〈z, a〉(u+ i〈z, z〉)
− 〈a, z〉(u− i〈z, z〉)}
+Gl+1(z, z, u) +O(l + 2).(2.2)
where, for l = 2k − 1,
Gl+1(z, z, u) = 〈χz, z〉(u+ i〈z, z〉)k−1 + 〈z, χz〉(u− i〈z, z〉)k−1
− g
2i
(u+ i〈z, z〉)k + g
2i
(u − i〈z, z〉)k
and, for l = 2k,
Gl+1(z, z, u) = 〈κ, z〉(u+ i〈z, z〉)k + 〈z, κ〉(u− i〈z, z〉)k
+2ik〈z, z〉〈z, κ〉(u+ i〈z, z〉)k−1
−2ik〈z, z〉〈κ, z〉(u− i〈z, z〉)k−1
−〈z, κ〉(u+ i〈z, z〉)k − 〈κ, z〉(u− i〈z, z〉)k.
Here the constants χ, g, κ satisfy the conditions
〈χz, z〉+ 〈z, χz〉 = kg〈z, z〉,
g ∈ R, κ ∈ Cn,
and they are uniquely determined by the following conditions:
∆F ∗22 = ∆
2F ∗23 = ∆
3F ∗33 = 0,
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where
F ∗(z, z, u) =
∑
min(s,t)≥2
Fst(z, z, u)
+
∑
min(s,t)≥2
F ∗st(z, z, u) +O(l + 2)
and, for all complex number µ,
F ∗st(µz, µz, µ
2u) = µl+1F ∗st(z, z, u).
Indeed, from the equality (2.2), we obtain
F ∗22(z, z, u) = 2(k − 1)i〈χz, z〉〈z, z〉uk−2 − k(k − 1)ig〈z, z〉2uk−2
F ∗23(z, z, u) = −2k(k − 1)〈κ, z〉〈z, z〉2uk−2 + 2i〈a, z〉F22(z, z, u)
+2i
∑
α
(
∂F22
∂zα
)
(z, z, u)aα〈z, z〉 − i
2
(
∂F22
∂u
)
(z, z, u)〈a, z〉u
+
∑
α
(
∂F33
∂zα
)
(z, z, u)aαu+
∑
α
(
∂F24
∂zα
)
(z, z, u)aαu
F ∗33(z, z, u) = −
k(k − 1)(k − 2)
3
g〈z, z〉3uk−3
−2i〈z, a〉F23(z, z, u) + 2i〈a, z〉F32(z, z, u)
+
∑
α
(
∂F43
∂zα
)
(z, z, u)aαu+ i
∑
α
(
∂F32
∂zα
)
(z, z, u)aα〈z, z〉
+
∑
α
(
∂F34
∂zα
)
(z, z, u)aαu− i
∑
α
(
∂F23
∂zα
)
(z, z, u)aα〈z, z〉
+
i
2
(
∂F23
∂u
)
(z, z, u)〈z, a〉u− i
2
(
∂F32
∂u
)
(z, z, u)〈a, z〉u.
Hence we obtain
∆F ∗22(z, z, u) = 2(k − 1)(n+ 2)i〈χz, z〉uk−2 + 2(k − 1)iTr(χ)〈z, z〉uk−2
−2k(k − 1)(n+ 1)ig〈z, z〉uk−2
∆2F ∗22(z, z, u) = 4(k − 1)(n+ 1)iTr(χ)uk−2 − 2k(k − 1)n(n+ 1)iguk−2
∆2F ∗23(z, z, u) = −4k(k − 1)(n+ 1)(n+ 2)〈κ, z〉uk−2
+
∑
α
uaα∆2
(
∂F33
∂zα
)
(z, z, u) +
∑
α
uaα∆2
(
∂F24
∂zα
)
(z, z, u)
∆3F ∗33(z, z, u) = −2k(k − 1)(k − 2)n(n+ 1)(n+ 2)guk−3
+
∑
α
uaα∆3
(
∂F43
∂zα
)
(z, z, u) +
∑
α
uaα∆3
(
∂F34
∂zα
)
(z, z, u)
Note that the condition ∆F ∗22 = 0 yields
2〈χz, z〉 = kg〈z, z〉.(2.3)
The condition ∆2F ∗23 = ∆
3F ∗33 = 0, with the equality (2.3), uniquely determines
the constants χ, κ, g.
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Then we easily see that
F ∗(z, z, u) =
∑
min(s,t)≥2
Fst(z, z, u) +O(l + 2)
if and only if ∑
min(s,t)≥2
F ∗st(z, z, u) = 0.
This completes the proof.
Note that, for odd integer l,
Gl+1(z, z, u) =
∑
min(s,t)≥2,s=t
Gst(z, z, u)
and, for even integer l,
Gl+1(z, z, u) =
∑
min(s,t)≥2,s=t±1
Gst(z, z, u).
Lemma 2.3. Let M be a real hypersurface in normal form defined by the equation
v = 〈z, z〉+ Fl(z, z, u) +O(l + 2)
where
Fl(z, z, u) =
∑
s≥2
Fss(z, z, u)
and, for all complex number µ,
Fl(µz, µz, µ
2u) = µlFl(z, z, u).
Let φ be a normalization with initial value (idn×n, a, 1, 0) ∈ H such that φ trans-
forms M to a real hypersurface M ′ in normal form defined by the equation
v = 〈z, z〉+ F ∗(z, z, u).
Suppose that
F ∗(z, z, u) = Fl(z, z, u) +O(l + 2).
Then there is an identity, for each integer s, 3 ≤ s ≤ k, as follows:
k∑
s=2
ik−s〈z, z〉k−s
∑
α
aα
∂
∂zα
{
〈z, z〉
(
Fss(z, z, u)
uk−s
)}
= −(2i)k−1〈κ, z〉〈z, z〉k
where
l = 2k.
Proof. By the condition
Fl(z, z, u) =
∑
s≥2
Fss(z, z, u),
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the identity (2.1) in Lemma 2.2 comes to
2i(〈z, a〉 − 〈a, z〉)
∑
s≥2
Fss(z, z, u)
− 2i〈z, z〉
∑
α
{(
∂F22
∂zα
)
(z, z, u)aα −
(
∂F22
∂zα
)
(z, z, u)aα
}
−
∑
s≥3
∑
α
{(
∂Fss
∂zα
)
(z, z, u)aα(u+ i〈z, z〉)
+
(
∂Fss
∂zα
)
(z, z, u)aα(u− i〈z, z〉)
}
− i
2
∑
s≥2
(
∂Fss
∂u
)
(z, z, u){〈z, a〉(u+ i〈z, z〉)− 〈a, z〉(u− i〈z, z〉)}
= 〈κ, z〉(u+ i〈z, z〉)k + 〈z, κ〉(u− i〈z, z〉)k
+ 2ik〈z, z〉〈z, κ〉(u+ i〈z, z〉)k−1 − 2ik〈z, z〉〈κ, z〉(u− i〈z, z〉)k−1
− 〈z, κ〉(u+ i〈z, z〉)k − 〈κ, z〉(u− i〈z, z〉)k
= 〈κ, z〉
k∑
t=2
{1 + (−1)t(2t− 1)}
(
k
t
)
uk−t(i〈z, z〉)t
+ 〈z, κ〉
k∑
t=2
{1 + (−1)t(2t− 1)}
(
k
t
)
uk−t(−i〈z, z〉)t(2.4)
Then, by Lemma 2.2, the constant κ is given by
〈κ, z〉 = u
2−k
4k(k − 1)(n+ 1)(n+ 2)
∑
α
uaα∆2
(
∂F33
∂zα
)
(z, z, u).
By collecting functions of type (m+2,m+3) for m = 0, · · · , k−2 in the identity
(2.4), we obtain the following identities for each integer s, 3 ≤ s ≤ k:
〈z, z〉
{
〈a, z〉
(
∂Fs−1,s−1
∂u
)
(z, z, u) + 2i
∑
α
aα
(
∂Fss
∂zα
)
(z, z, u)
}
= 4i〈a, z〉Fss(z, z, u) + 4i〈z, z〉
∑
α
aα
(
∂Fss
∂zα
)
(z, z, u)
+ 2〈κ, z〉{1 + (−1)s(2s− 1)}
(
k
s
)
uk−s(i〈z, z〉)s
− iu
{
〈a, z〉
(
∂Fss
∂u
)
(z, z, u) + 2i
∑
α
aα
(
∂Fs+1,s+1
∂zα
)
(z, z, u)
}
(2.5)
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and
4i〈a, z〉F22(z, z, u) + 4i〈z, z〉
∑
α
aα
(
∂F22
∂zα
)
(z, z, u)
− 4k(k − 1)〈κ, z〉uk−2〈z, z〉2
− iu
{
〈a, z〉
(
∂F22
∂u
)
(z, z, u) + 2i
∑
α
aα
(
∂F33
∂zα
)
(z, z, u)
}
= 0.(2.6)
In the equality (2.5), we assume
Fk+1,k+1(z, z, u) = 0.
From the equalities (2.5) and (2.6), we obtain the following recurrence relation:
A(s) = iu−1〈z, z〉A(s− 1)
+4u−1
∑
α
aα
∂
∂zα
{〈z, z〉Fss(z, z, u)}
−2i〈κ, z〉{1 + (−1)s(2s− 1)}
(
k
s
)
uk−s−1(i〈z, z〉)s
for s = 2, · · · , k, and
A(1) = A(k) = 0.
Thus we obtain the following identity:
k∑
s=2
ik−s〈z, z〉k−s
∑
α
aα
∂
∂zα
{
〈z, z〉
(
Fss(z, z, u)
uk−s
)}
=
ik+1
2
〈κ, z〉〈z, z〉k
k∑
s=2
{1 + (−1)s(2s− 1)}
(
k
s
)
= −(2i)k−1〈κ, z〉〈z, z〉k.(2.7)
This completes the proof.
Lemma 2.4. Suppose that the functions Fss(z, z, u), s = 2, · · · , k, satisfy the equal-
ities (2.5), where l = 2k. Then that the polynomial
Fss(z, z, u), s = max(k −m, 2), · · · , k − 1,
is divided by 〈z, z〉m−k+s whenever
a 6= 0
and Fkk(z, z, u) is divided by 〈z, z〉m for 0 ≤ m ≤ k.
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Proof. The equality (2.5) yields, for s = 3, · · · , k,
(k − s+ 1)〈z, z〉〈a, z〉Fs−1,s−1(z, z, u)
= −i(k − s− 4)〈a, z〉Fss(z, z, u) + 2i〈z, z〉
∑
α
aα
(
∂Fss
∂zα
)
(z, z, u)
+2〈κ, z〉〈z, z〉s{1 + (−1)s(2s− 1)}
(
k
s
)
isuk−s
+2u
∑
α
aα
(
∂Fs+1,s+1
∂zα
)
(z, z, u).
Since 〈a, z〉 is not a devisor of 〈z, z〉, this equality yields the desired result. This
completes the proof.
Lemma 2.5. Let M be a real hypersurface in normal form defined by the equation
v = 〈z, z〉+ Fl(z, z, u) +O(l + 2)
where
Fl(z, z, u) =
∑
min(s,t)≥2
Fst(z, z, u)
and, for all complex number µ,
Fl(µz, µz, µ
2u) = µlFl(z, z, u).
Let φ be a normalization with initial value (idn×n, a, 1, 0) ∈ H such that φ trans-
forms M to a real hypersurface M ′ in normal form defined by the equation
v = 〈z, z〉+ F ∗(z, z, u).
Suppose that
F ∗(z, z, u) = Fl(z, z, u) +O(l + 2)
and the function Fl(z, z, u) contains a nonzero function Fst(z, z, u) of type (s, t),
s 6= t. Then there is an identity, for each integer s, 3 ≤ s ≤ p, as follows:
p∑
s=2
ip−s〈z, z〉p−s
∑
α
aα
∂
∂zα
{
〈z, z〉
(
Fs,l−2p+s(z, z, u)
up−s
)}
= 0
where
l − 2p = max {|t− s| : Fst(z, z, u) 6= 0} .
Proof. We easily verify that p is an integer satisfying
2 ≤ p ≤
[
l − 1
2
]
.(2.8)
By collecting functions of type (s, t) satisfying
t− s = l − 2p+ 1
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in the identity (2.1) in Lemma 2.2, we obtain the following identities for each integer
s, 3 ≤ s ≤ p:
〈z, z〉
{
〈a, z〉
(
∂Fs−1,l−2p+s−1
∂u
)
(z, z, u) + 2i
∑
α
aα
(
∂Fs,l−2p+s
∂zα
)
(z, z, u)
}
= 4i〈a, z〉Fs,l−2p+s(z, z, u) + 4i〈z, z〉
∑
α
aα
(
∂Fs,l−2p+s
∂zα
)
(z, z, u)
− iu
{
〈a, z〉
(
∂Fs,l−2p+s
∂u
)
(z, z, u) + 2i
∑
α
aα
(
∂Fs+1,l−2p+s+1
∂zα
)
(z, z, u)
}(2.9)
and
4i〈a, z〉F2,l−2p+2(z, z, u) + 4i〈z, z〉
∑
α
aα
(
∂F2,l−2p+2
∂zα
)
(z, z, u)
− iu
{
〈a, z〉
(
∂F2,l−2p+2
∂u
)
(z, z, u) + 2i
∑
α
aα
(
∂F3,l−2p+3
∂zα
)
(z, z, u)
}
= 0.(2.10)
In the equality (2.9), we assume
Fp+1,l−p+1(z, z, u) = 0.
From the equalities (2.9) and (2.10), we obtain the following recurrence relation:
A(s) = iu−1〈z, z〉A(s− 1)
+4u−1
∑
α
aα
∂
∂zα
{〈z, z〉Fs,l−2p+s(z, z, u)}
for s = 2, · · · , p, and
A(1) = A(p) = 0.
Thus we obtain the following identity:
p∑
s=2
ip−s〈z, z〉p−s
∑
α
aα
∂
∂zα
{
〈z, z〉
(
Fs,l−2p+s(z, z, u)
up−s
)}
= 0.(2.11)
This completes the proof.
Lemma 2.6. Suppose that the functions Fst(z, z, u) satisfy the equalities (2.9).
Then the polynomial
Fs,l−2p+s(z, z, u), s = max(p−m, 2), · · · , p− 1,
is divided by 〈z, z〉m−p+s whenever
a 6= 0
and Fp,l−p(z, z, u) is divided by 〈z, z〉m for 1 ≤ m ≤ p.
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Proof. The equality (2.9) yields, for s = 3, · · · , p,
(p− s+ 1)〈z, z〉〈a, z〉Fs−1,l−2p+s−1(z, z, u)
= −(p− s− 4)i〈a, z〉Fs,l−2p+s(z, z, u) + 2i〈z, z〉
∑
α
aα
(
∂Fs,l−2p+s
∂zα
)
(z, z, u)
+2u
∑
α
aα
(
∂Fs+1,l−2p+s+1
∂zα
)
(z, z, u).
Since 〈a, z〉 is not a divisor of 〈z, z〉, this equality yields the desired result. This
completes the proof.
2.2. Injectivity of a Linear Mapping.
Lemma 2.7. Let l be a positive integer≥ 4 and F2,l−2(z, z, 0) be a nonzero function
of type (2, l − 2). Then the following functions
Hα(z, z, 0) =
∂
∂zα
{〈z, z〉F2,l−2(z, z, 0)} for α = 1, . · · · , n,
are linearly independent.
Proof. Suppose the functionsH1(z, z, 0), · · · , Hn(z, z, 0) are linearly dependent over
C. Then there is a nonzero vector a = (aα) ∈ Cn such that∑
α
aα
∂
∂zα
{〈z, z〉F2,l−2(z, z, 0)} = 0.
Then we obtain
〈a, z〉F2,l−2(z, z, 0) = 〈z, z〉
∑
α
aα
(
∂F2,l−2
∂zα
)
(z, z, 0).(2.12)
Note that 〈a, z〉 is not a devisor of 〈z, z〉 whenever a 6= 0. Otherwise there would
be a vector b ∈ Cn so that
〈z, z〉 = 〈a, z〉〈z, b〉.
This is a contradiction to the fact that the hermitian form 〈z, z〉 is nondegenerate.
Hence the polynomial
F2,l−2(z, z, 0)
is divided by 〈z, z〉 so that there is a polynomial G1,l−3(z, z, 0) of type (1, l− 3) as
follows:
F2,l−2(z, z, 0) = 〈z, z〉G1,l−3(z, z, 0).
Then the equality (2.12) comes to
2〈a, z〉G1,l−3(z, z, 0) = 〈z, z〉
∑
α
aα
(
∂G1,l−3
∂zα
)
(z, z, 0).
Note that G1,l−3(z, z, 0) is divided by 〈z, z〉 as well so that there is a polynomial
G0,l−4(z, z, 0) as follows:
F2,l−2(z, z, 0) = 〈z, z〉2G0,l−4(z, z, 0).
Then the equality (2.12) comes to
〈a, z〉G0,l−4(z, z, 0) = 0.(2.13)
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Note that 〈a, z〉 6= 0 unless a = 0. Thus the equality (2.13) yields
F2,l−2(z, z, 0) = 0.
This is a contradiction to the assumption F2,l−2(z, z, 0) 6= 0. This completes the
proof.
Lemma 2.8. Suppose that
Fl(z, z, u) =
∑
min(s,t)≥2
Fst(z, z, u)
where
Fl(µz, µz, µ
2u) = µlFl(z, z, u)
and
∆F22 = ∆
2F23 = ∆
3F33 = 0.
Then the linear mapping
a 7−→ Hl+1(z, z, u; a)
is injective, where
Hl+1(z, z, u; a) ≡ −2i(〈z, a〉 − 〈a, z〉)
∑
min(s,t)≥2
Fst(z, z, u)
+
∑
min(s−1,t)≥2
∑
α
(
∂Fst
∂zα
)
(z, z, u)aα(u+ i〈z, z〉)
+2i
∑
t≥2
∑
α
(
∂F2t
∂zα
)
(z, z, u)aα〈z, z〉
+
∑
min(s,t−1)≥2
∑
α
(
∂Fst
∂zα
)
(z, z, u)aα(u− i〈z, z〉)
−2i
∑
s≥2
∑
α
(
∂Fs2
∂zα
)
(z, z, u)aα〈z, z〉
+
i
2
∑
min(s,t)≥2
(
∂Fst
∂u
)
(z, z, u){〈z, a〉(u+ i〈z, z〉)
−〈a, z〉(u− i〈z, z〉)}
+Gl+1(z, z, u)
and Gl+1(z, z, u) is the function given in Lemma 2.2.
Proof. First, we assume that l = 2k and
Fl(z, z, u) =
k∑
s=2
Fss(z, z, u).
Suppose that a 6= 0 and Fkk(z, z, 0) is divided by 〈z, z〉m for an integer 0 ≤ m ≤ k.
Then, by Lemma 2.4, there are polynomials
Gsk−m,k−m(z, z, 0), s = max(k −m, 2), · · · , k,
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of type (k −m, k −m) satisfying
Fss(z, z, u)
uk−s
= is−k〈z, z〉m−k+sGsk−m,k−m(z, z, 0),
for
max(k −m, 2) ≤ s ≤ k.
Then from the equality (2.7) we obtain
k∑
s=max(k−m,2)
(m− k + s+ 1)〈a, z〉〈z, z〉mGsk−m,k−m(z, z, 0)
= −
k∑
s=max(k−m,2)
〈z, z〉m+1
∑
α
aα
(
∂Gsk−m,k−m
∂zα
)
(z, z, 0)
−
∑
2≤s≤k−m−1
ik−s〈z, z〉k−s
∑
α
aα
∂
∂zα
{〈z, z〉Fss(z, z, 0)}
−(2i)k−1〈κ, z〉〈z, z〉k.
Hence there are polynomials A(z, z;m), 1 ≤ m ≤ k, such that
k∑
s=max(k−m,2)
(m− k + s+ 1)Gsk−m,k−m(z, z, 0) = 〈z, z〉A(z, z;m).(2.14)
The polynomial A(z, z;m) for m = k is given by
A(z, z; k) = −(2i)k−1e〈z, z〉k
〈κ, z〉 = e〈a, z〉(2.15)
for some constant e. From the equality (2.5), we obtain for s = max(k −m, 2) +
1, · · · , k,
(k − s+ 1)〈a, z〉〈z, z〉m−k+sGs−1k−m,k−m(z, z, 0)
+(4 + 2m− 3k + 3s)〈a, z〉〈z, z〉m−k+sGsk−m,k−m(z, z, 0)
+2(m− k + s+ 1)〈a, z〉〈z, z〉m−k+sGs+1k−m,k−m(z, z, 0)
= −2〈z, z〉m−k+s+1
∑
α
aα
(
∂Gsk−m,k−m
∂zα
)
(z, z, 0)
−2〈z, z〉m−k+s+1
∑
α
aα
(
∂Gs+1k−m,k−m
∂zα
)
(z, z, 0)
+2〈κ, z〉{1 + (−1)s(2s− 1)}
(
k
s
)
(i〈z, z〉)s.
Thus there are polynomials Bs−1(z, z;m), s = min(k −m, 2) + 1, · · · , k, such that
(k − s+ 1)Gs−1k−m,k−m(z, z, 0)
+ (4− 3k + 3s+ 2m)Gsk−m,k−m(z, z, 0)
+ 2(1− k + s+m)Gs+1k−m,k−m(z, z, 0)
= 〈z, z〉Bs−1(z, z;m).(2.16)
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The polynomial Bs−1(z, z;m) for m = k is given by
Bs−1(z, z; k) = 2ise{1 + (−1)s(2s− 1)}
(
k
s
)
〈z, z〉k−m−1,
〈κ, z〉 = e〈a, z〉.(2.17)
Hence from the equalities (2.14) and (2.16) we obtain for k −m ≥ 2
Bm


Gk−mk−m,k−m(z, z, 0)
Gk−m+1k−m,k−m(z, z, 0)
...
Gkk−m,k−m(z, z, 0)

 = 〈z, z〉


A(z, z;m)
Bk−m(z, z;m)
Bk−m+1(z, z;m)
...
Bk−1(z, z;m)

(2.18)
where
Bm =


1 2 3 · · · m m+ 1
m 7−m 4 0 · · · 0
0 m− 1 10−m 6 . . . ...
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . . 0
...
. . . 2 2m+ 1 2m
0 · · · 0 1 2m+ 4


.
By Lemma 1.2, the equality (2.18) implies that the function Gkk−m,k−m(z, z, 0) is
divided by 〈z, z〉 for all m ≤ k − 2. Hence the polynomial Fkk(z, z, 0) is divided by
〈z, z〉k−1 whenever a 6= 0.
Thus F22(z, z, u) is divided by 〈z, z〉. Then the condition ∆F22 = 0 implies
F22(z, z, u) = i
2−kuk−2〈z, z〉G211(z, z, 0) = 0.
Then the equalities (2.14) and (2.16) yield
Bk−1(2)


0
G311(z, z, 0)
...
Gk11(z, z, 0)

 = 〈z, z〉


d1
d2
d3
...
dk−1

(2.19)
where d1, · · · , dk−1 are constants and
Bk−1(2) =


2 3 4 · · · k − 1 k
k − 2 11− k 6 0 · · · 0
0 k − 3 14− k 8 . . . ...
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . . 0
...
. . . 2 2k − 1 2(k − 1)
0 · · · 0 1 2k + 2


.
By Lemma 1.4 and Lemma 1.7, the equality (2.19) implies that the function
Gk11(z, z, 0) is divided by 〈z, z〉. Hence the polynomial Fkk(z, z, 0) is divided by
〈z, z〉k whenever a 6= 0.
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Thus we obtain
F22(z, z, u) = 0,
Fss(z, z, u) = cs〈z, z〉s for all s = 3, · · · , k
where cs are constant real numbers. By the way, by Lemma 2.2, the constant κ is
given by
〈κ, z〉 = u
2−k
4k(k − 1)(n+ 1)(n+ 2)
∑
α
uaα∆2
(
∂F33
∂zα
)
(z, z, u).
Because of the condition ∆3F33 = 0, we obtain
F33(z, z, u) = 0 and κ = 0
whenever F33(z, z, u) is divided by 〈z, z〉3. Therefore, we have
c3 = κ = 0.
Thus the equalities (2.15) and (2.17) yield
A(z, z; k) = Bs−1(z, z; k) = 0
for all s = 3, · · · , k. Then the equalities (2.14) and (2.16) yield

3 4 5 · · · k k + 1
k − 2 13− k 8 0 · · · 0
0 k − 3 16− k 10 . . . ...
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . . 0
...
. . . 2 2k + 1 2k
0 · · · 0 1 2k + 4




0
0
c4
...
ck−1
ck


= 0.
Hence we obtain
c4 = · · · = ck = 0.
This is a contradiction to the assumption
Fl(z, z, u) 6= 0.
Thus we ought to have a = 0.
Assume that Fl(z, z, u) contains a function Fst(z, z, u) of type (s, t), s 6= t, so
that
l − 2p = max {|t− s| : Fst(z, z, u) 6= 0}
2 ≤ p ≤
[
l − 1
2
]
,
where
Fl(z, z, u) =
∑
min(s,t)≥2
Fst(z, z, u).
Suppose that p = 2. Then the equalities (2.9) and (2.10) reduce to
4i〈a, z〉F2,l−2(z, z, u) + 4i〈z, z〉
∑
α
aα
(
∂F2,l−2
∂zα
)
(z, z, u) = 0,
where
F2,l−2(z, z, u) 6= 0.
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Hence we obtain ∑
α
aα
∂
∂zα
{〈z, z〉F2,l−2(z, z, u)} = 0.
By Lemma 2.7, we obtain a = 0.
Suppose that
3 ≤ p ≤
[
l − 1
2
]
.
and
Fp,l−p(z, z, u) = 0.
Then by the equalities (2.9) and (2.10), there is a integer m such that
〈z, z〉〈a, z〉
(
∂Fm−1,l−m−1
∂u
)
(z, z, u) = 0,
where
3 ≤ m ≤ p,
Fm−1,l−m−1(z, z, u) 6= 0.
Note that(
∂Fm−1,l−m−1
∂u
)
(z, z, u) = (p−m+ 1)u−1Fm−1,l−m−1(z, z, u)
6= 0.
Thus we obtain a = 0.
Hence we may assume that
3 ≤ p ≤
[
l − 1
2
]
.
and
Fp,l−p(z, z, u) 6= 0.
We claim that Fp,l−p(z, z, 0) is divided by 〈z, z〉p−1 whenever a 6= 0. Suppose that
a 6= 0 and Fp,l−p(z, z, 0) is divided by 〈z, z〉m for an integer m, 0 ≤ m ≤ p − 2.
Then, by Lemma 2.6, there are polynomials
Gsp−m,l−p−m(z, z, 0), s = max(p−m, 2), · · · , p,(2.20)
of type (p−m, l − p−m) satisfying
Fs,l−2p+s(z, z, u)
up−s
= is−p〈z, z〉m−p+sGsp−m,l−p−m(z, z, 0),
for
max(p−m, 2) ≤ s ≤ p.
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With the polynomials Gsp−m,l−p−m(z, z, 0) in (2.20), the equality (2.11) yields
p∑
s=max(p−m,2)
(m− p+ s+ 1)〈a, z〉〈z, z〉mGsp−m,l−p−m(z, z, 0)
= −
p∑
s=p−m
〈z, z〉m+1
∑
α
aα
(
∂Gsp−m,l−p−m
∂zα
)
(z, z, 0)
−
∑
2≤s≤p−m−1
ip−s〈z, z〉p−s
∑
α
aα
∂
∂zα
{〈z, z〉Fs,l−2p+s(z, z, 0)}.
Thus there are polynomials A(z, z;m), 0 ≤ m ≤ p− 2, such that
p∑
s=p−m
(m− p+ s+ 1)Gsp−m,l−p−m(z, z, 0) = 〈z, z〉A(z, z;m).(2.21)
From the equality (2.9), we obtain for s = p−m+ 1, · · · , p,
(p− s+ 1)〈a, z〉〈z, z〉m−p+sGs−1p−m,l−p−m(z, z, 0)
+(4 + 2m− 3p+ 3s)〈a, z〉〈z, z〉m−p+sGsp−m,l−p−m(z, z, 0)
+2(m− p+ s+ 1)〈a, z〉〈z, z〉m−p+sGs+1p−m,l−p−m(z, z, 0)
= −2〈z, z〉m−p+s+1
∑
α
aα
(
∂Gsp−m,l−p−m
∂zα
)
(z, z, 0)
−2〈z, z〉m−p+s+1
∑
α
aα
(
∂Gs+1p−m,l−p−m
∂zα
)
(z, z, 0).
Thus there are polynomials Bs−1(z, z;m), s = p−m+ 1, · · · , p, such that
(p− s+ 1)Gs−1p−m,l−p−m(z, z, 0)
+ (4− 3p+ 3s+ 2m)Gsp−m,l−p−m(z, z, 0)
+ 2(1− p+ s+m)Gs+1p−m,l−p−m(z, z, 0)
= 〈z, z〉Bs−1(z, z;m).(2.22)
Hence, from the equalities (2.21) and (2.22), we obtain
Bm


Gp−mp−m,l−p−m(z, z, 0)
Gp−m+1p−m,l−p−m(z, z, 0)
Gp−m+2p−m,l−p−m(z, z, 0)
...
Gpp−m,l−p−m(z, z, 0)


= 〈z, z〉


A(z, z;m)
Bp−m(z, z;mu)
Bp−m+1(z, z;m)
...
Bp−1(z, z;m)

(2.23)
where
Bm =


1 2 3 · · · m m+ 1
m 7−m 4 0 · · · 0
0 m− 1 10−m 6 . . . ...
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . . 0
...
. . . 2 2m+ 1 2m
0 · · · 0 1 2m+ 4


.
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By Lemma 1.2, the equality (2.23) implies that the function Gpp−m,l−p−m(z, z, 0)
is divided by 〈z, z〉. Hence we prove our claim that Fp,l−p(z, z, 0) is divided by
〈z, z〉p−1 whenever a 6= 0.
Then we claim that Fp,l−p(z, z, 0) is divided by 〈z, z〉p whenever a 6= 0.With the
polynomials Gs1,l−2p+1(z, z, 0) in (2.20), the equality (2.11) yields
〈a, z〉
p∑
s=2
sGs1,l−2p+1(z, z, 0) = −〈z, z〉
p∑
s=2
∑
α
aα
(
∂Gs1,l−2p+1
∂zα
)
(z, z, 0).
So there is a polynomial A(z, z; p− 1) of type (0, l− 2p) such that
p∑
s=2
sGs1,l−2p+1(z, z, 0) = 〈z, z〉A(z, z; p− 1).(2.24)
With the polynomials Gs1,l−2p+1(z, z, 0) in (2.20), the equality (2.9) yields
〈a, z〉
{
(p− s+ 1)Gs−11,l−2p+1(z, z, 0) + (2− p+ 3s)Gs1,l−2p+1(z, z, 0)
+2sGs+11,l−2p+1(z, z, 0)
}
= −2〈z, z〉
{∑
α
aα
(
∂Gs1,l−2p+1
∂zα
)
(z, z, 0) +
∑
α
aα
(
∂Gs+11,l−2p+1
∂zα
)
(z, z, 0)
}
.
Then there are polynomials Bs−1(z, z; p−1) of type (0, l−2p) for s = 3, · · · , p such
that
(p− s+ 1)Gs−11,l−2p+1(z, z, 0)+(2− p+ 3s)Gs1,l−2p+1(z, z, 0)
+2sGs+11,l−2p+1(z, z, 0) = 〈z, z〉Bs−1(z, z; p− 1).(2.25)
Hence, from the equalities (2.24) and (2.25), we obtain
Bp−1(2)


G21,l−2p+1(z, z, 0)
G31,l−2p+1(z, z, 0)
...
Gp1,l−2p+1(z, z, 0)

 = 〈z, z〉


A(z, z; p− 1)
B2(z, z; p− 1)
B3(z, z; p− 1)
...
Bp−1(z, z; p− 1)

(2.26)
where
Bp−1(2) =


2 3 4 · · · p− 1 p
p− 2 11− p 6 0 · · · 0
0 p− 3 14− p 8 . . . ...
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . . 0
...
. . . 2 2p− 1 2(p− 1)
0 · · · 0 1 2p+ 2


.
By Lemma 1.4 and Lemma 1.7, the equality (2.26) implies that the polynomial
Gp1,l−2p+1(z, z, 0) is divided by 〈z, z〉. Hence we prove our claim that Fp,l−p(z, z, 0)
is divided by 〈z, z〉p whenever a 6= 0.
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Then with the polynomials Gs0,l−2p(z, z, 0) in (2.20), the equality (2.11) yields
〈a, z〉
p∑
s=2
(s+ 1)Gs0,l−2p(z, z, 0) = 0.
Whenever a 6= 0, we have
p∑
s=2
(s+ 1)Gs1,l−2p+1(z, z, 0) = 0.(2.27)
With the polynomials Gs0,l−2p(z, z, 0) in (2.20), the equality (2.9) yields
〈a, z〉
{
(p− s+ 1)Gs−10,l−2p(z, z, 0) + (4 − p+ 3s)Gs0,l−2p(z, z, 0)+
2(s+ 1)Gs+10,l−2p(z, z, 0)
}
= 0.
Whenever a 6= 0, we have
(p− s+ 1)Gs−10,l−2p(z, z, 0) + (4− p+ 3s)Gs0,l−2p(z, z, 0) +
2(s+ 1)Gs+10,l−2p(z, z, 0) = 0(2.28)
for s = 3, · · · , p. Hence, from the equalities (2.27) and (2.28), we obtain
Bp(3)


G20,l−2p(z, z, 0)
G30,l−2p(z, z, 0)
...
Gp0,l−2p(z, z, 0)

 = 0(2.29)
where
Bp(3) =


3 4 5 · · · p p+ 1
p− 2 13− p 8 0 · · · 0
0 p− 3 16− p 10 . . . ...
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . . 0
...
. . . 2 2p+ 1 2p
0 · · · 0 1 2p+ 4


.
By Lemma 1.4 and Lemma 1.7, the equality (2.29) implies
Gp0,l−2p(z, z, 0) = 0.
This is a contradiction to the assumption
Fp,l−p(z, z, u) = 〈z, z〉pGp0,l−2p(z, z, 0) 6= 0.
Thus we ought to have a = 0 as well for the case of 3 ≤ p ≤ [ l−12 ] . Therefore we
obtain a = 0 whenever Fl(z, z, u) contains a nonvanishing term Fst(z, z, u) of type
(s, t), s 6= t.
Therefore, we have showed that a = 0 whenever
Fl(z, z, u) 6= 0 and Hl+1(z, z, u; a) = 0.
This completes the proof.
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Theorem 2.9. LetM be a real hypersurface in normal form defined by the equation
v = 〈z, z〉+ Fl(z, z, u) +O(l + 2),
where
Fl(z, z, u) 6= 0
and, for all complex numbers µ,
Fl(µz, µz, µ
2u) = µlFl(z, z, u).
Suppose that there is a normalization φ of M with initial value (idn×n, a, 1, 0) ∈ H
such that φ transforms M to a real hypersurface M ′ defined by the equation
v = 〈z, z〉+ F ∗(z, z, u)
and
F ∗(z, z, u) = Fl(z, z, u) +O(l + 2).
Then the normalization φ has identity initial value, i.e., a = 0.
Proof. The conclusion follows from Lemma 2.2 and 2.8.
2.3. Beloshapka-Loboda Theorem.
Lemma 2.10. Let M be a real hypersurface in normal form and φσ1 be a normal-
ization of M with initial value σ1 ∈ H. Suppose that M is transformed to M ′ by
the normalization φσ1 and φσ2 is a normalization of M
′ with initial value σ2 ∈ H.
Then
φσ1 ◦ φσ2 = φσ1σ2
where φσ1σ2 is a normalization of M with initial value σ1σ2 ∈ H.
In the paper [Pa3], we have given the proof of Lemma 2.10.
Lemma 2.11. LetM be a real hypersurface in normal form defined by the equation
v = 〈z, z〉+ Fl(z, z, u) +O(l + 2),
where
Fl(z, z, u) 6= 0
and, for all complex numbers µ,
Fl(µz, µz, µ
2u) = µlFl(z, z, u).
Suppose that there is a normalization φ of M such that φ(M) is defined by the
equation
v = 〈z, z〉+ ρFl(C−1z, C−1z, ρ−1u) +O(l + 2)
where
σ (φ) = (C, a, ρ, r) ∈ H.
Then the normalization φ have the initial value (C, 0, ρ, r) ∈ H, i.e., a = 0.
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Proof. Note that there is a decomposition of φ as follows(cf. [Pa2]):
φ = φσ1 ◦ φσ2
where φσ1 , φσ2 are normalizations with the initial values σ1, σ2 respectively:
σ1 = (C, 0, ρ, r) ∈ H,
σ2 = (idn×n, a, 1, 0) ∈ H.
Then, by Lemma 2.10, we obtain
φσ2 = φσ−11
◦ φσ1 ◦ φσ2
= φσ−11
◦ φ
where φσ−11
is a normalization with initial value σ−11 ∈ H . Further, suppose that
φσ2(M) is defined by the equation
v = 〈z, z〉+ F ∗(z, z, u).
Then we obtain
F ∗(z, z, u) = Fl(z, z, u) +O(l + 2).
Thus, by Lemma 2.8, we obtain
a = 0.
This completes the proof.
Theorem 2.12 (Beloshapka, Loboda, Vitushkin). Let M be an analytic real hy-
persurface in normal form, which is not a real hyperquadric, and H(M) be the
isotropy subgroup of M at the origin. Then there are functions
ρ(U), a(U), r(U)
on the set
{U : (U, a, ρ, r) ∈ H(M) ⊂ H}
such that, for all (U, a, ρ, r) ∈ H(M),
a = a(U), ρ = ρ(U), r = r(U).
Proof. Suppose that M is defined in normal form by the equation
v = 〈z, z〉+ Fl(z, z, u) + Fl+1(z, z, u) + Fl+2(z, z, u) +O(l + 3),
where
Fl(z, z, u) 6= 0,
and the integers l, l + 1, l+ 2 represent the weight of the functions
Fl(z, z, u), Fl+1(z, z, u), Fl+2(z, z, u).
Let φσ be a normalization of M with initial value σ ∈ H(M). Suppose that the
real hypersurface φσ(M) is defined near the origin up to weight l by the equation
v = 〈z, z〉+ ρFl(C−1z, C−1z, ρ−1u) +O(l + 1)
= 〈z, z〉+ Fl(z, z, u) +O(l + 1)
where
σ = (C, a, ρ, r) ∈ H(M) ⊂ H.
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Then we have
|ρ| l−22 Fl(z, z, u) = λFl(U−1z, U−1z, λu) 6= 0.(2.30)
The relation
〈Uz, Uz〉 = λ〈z, z〉, λ = sign{ρ}
yields
λ =
1
n
∆〈Uz, Uz〉 = ±1.(2.31)
Then we take a value z, u in the equality (2.30) such that
Fl(z, z, u) ∈ R\{0}
and define
ρ1(U) =
(
λFl(U
−1z, U−1z, λu)
Fl(z, z, u)
) 2
l−2
.
By the unique factorization of a polynomial, we have
|ρ| = ρ1(U)
regardless the choice of the value z, u. Hence, by the equality (2.31), we define
ρ(U) ≡ 1
n
∆〈Uz, Uz〉 · ρ1(U)
so that
ρ = ρ(U)(2.32)
for all
(U, a, ρ, r) ∈ H(M).
Suppose that the real hypersurface φσ(M) is defined near the origin up to weight
l+ 1 by the equation
v − 〈z, z〉 = ρFl(C−1z, C−1z, ρ−1u) + F ∗l+1(z, z, u) +O(l + 2)
= Fl(z, z, u) + Fl+1(z, z, u) +O(l + 2).
By using the equality
ρFl(C
−1z, C−1z, ρ−1u) = Fl(z, z, u),
we obtain
F ∗l+1(z, z, u) = Hl+1(z, z, u; ρ
−1Ca) + ρFl+1(C−1z, C−1z, ρ−1u)
where a∗ → Hl+1(z, z, u; a∗) is the injective linear mapping in Lemma 2.8.
Then the following requirement
F ∗l+1(z, z, u) = Fl+1(z, z, u)
yields
Hl+1(z, z, u; a
∗) = Fl+1(z, z, u)− ρFl+1(C−1z, C−1z, ρ−1u).
Then, by the equality (2.32), the equality
Hl+1(z, z, u; a
∗) = Fl+1(z, z, u)− ρFl+1(C−1z, C−1z, ρ−1u)
= Fl+1(z, z, u)− sign{ρ (U) } |ρ (U)|
l+3
2 Fl+1(U
−1z, U−1z, sign{ρ (U) }u),
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yields a unique function a∗(U) of U satisfying
a∗ = ρ−1Ca = a∗(U).
Hence we obtain a unique function a(U) of U such that
a = a(U)
≡ ρ(U) |ρ(U)|− 12 U−1a∗(U)(2.33)
for all
(U, a, ρ, r) ∈ H(M).
Then we decompose the normalization φσ as follows:
φσ = φ2 ◦ φ1,
where φ1, φ2 are normalizations with the initial values σ1, σ2 respectively:
σ1 = (idn×n, a, 1, 0) and σ2 = (C, 0, ρ, r).
Suppose that the real hypersurface φ1(M) is defined by the equation
v = 〈z, z〉+ Fl(z, z, u) + F˜l+1(z, z, u) + F˜l+2(z, z, u) +O(l + 3)
where the functions F˜l+1(z, z, u) and F˜l+2(z, z, u) depend of the parameter a, i.e.,
F˜l+1(z, z, u) = F˜l+1(z, z, u; a)
F˜l+2(z, z, u) = F˜l+2(z, z, u; a).
Then suppose that the real hypersurface φσ(M) is defined near the origin up to
weight l+ 2 by the equation
v = 〈z, z〉+ ρFl(C−1z, C−1z, ρ−1u) + ρF˜l+1(C−1z, C−1z, ρ−1u)
+ρF˜l+2(C
−1z, C−1z, ρ−1u)
− r
2


∑
min(s,t)≥2
(l + s+ t)uFst(C
−1z, C−1z, ρ−1u)
+
∑
min(s,t)≥2
2(s− t)i〈z, z〉Fst(C−1z, C−1z, ρ−1u)
−
∑
min(s,t)≥2
2ρ−1〈z, z〉2
(
∂Fst
∂u
)
(C−1z, C−1z, ρ−1u)


+O(l + 3)
= Fl(z, z, u) + Fl+1(z, z, u) + Fl+2(z, z, u) +O(l + 3),
where
Fl(z, z, u) =
∑
min(s,t)≥2
Fst(z, z, u).
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Hence we have the equality
− r
2


∑
min(s,t)≥2
((l + s+ t)u+ 2(s− t)i〈z, z〉)Fst(z, z, u)
−
∑
min(s,t)≥2
2〈z, z〉2
(
∂Fst
∂u
)
(z, z, u)


= ρ−1Fl+2(Cz,Cz, ρu)− F˜l+2 (z, z, u; a) .(2.34)
Note that Fl(z, z, u) 6= 0 implies∑
min(s,t)≥2
{
((l + s+ t)u+ 2(s− t)i〈z, z〉)Fst(z, z, u)− 2〈z, z〉2
(
∂Fst
∂u
)
(z, z, u)
}
6= 0.
Otherwise, we would have
(l + s+ t)uFst(z, z, u) + 2(s− t)i〈z, z〉Fs−1,t−1(z, z, u)
− 2〈z, z〉2
(
∂Fs−2,t−2
∂u
)
(z, z, u) = 0
which yields
Fst(z, z, u) = 0 for all s, t.
From the equalities (2.32) and (2.33), we have
ρ = ρ(U), a = a(U)
for all
(U, a, ρ, r) ∈ H(M).
Then we take a value z, u in the equality (2.34) such that∑
min(s,t)≥2
{
((l + s+ t)u+ 2(s− t)i〈z, z〉)Fst(z, z, u)− 2〈z, z〉2
(
∂Fst
∂u
)
(z, z, u)
}
∈ R\{0}
and define
r(U) =
−2
{
ρ(U)−1 |ρ(U)| l+22 Fl+2(Uz, Uz, λu)− F˜l+2 (z, z, u; a(U))
}
∑
min(s,t)≥2
{
((l + s+ t)u+ 2(s− t)i〈z, z〉)Fst(z, z, u)− 2〈z, z〉2
(
∂Fst
∂u
)
(z, z, u)
} .
By the unique factorization of a polynomial, we have
r = r(U)
regardless the choice of the value z, u. Thus the equality (2.34) yields a unique
function r(U) of U satisfying
r = r(U)
for all
(U, a, ρ, r) ∈ H(M).
This completes the proof.
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3. Compact local automorphism groups
3.1. Compactness.
Lemma 3.1. Let M be a nondegenerate analytic real hypersurface defined by
v = F (z, z, u), F |0 = dF |0 = 0,
and φσ be a normalization of M with initial value σ ∈ H. Suppose that φσ trans-
forms M to a real hypersurface defined by the equation
v = 〈z, z〉+ F ∗(z, z, u;σ).
Then the functions φσ (z, w) and F
∗(z, z, u;σ) are analytic of
σ = (U, a, ρ, r) ∈ H.
Further, each coefficient(
∂|I|+lφσ
∂z|I|∂wl
∣∣∣∣
0
)
and
(
∂|I|+|J|+lF ∗
∂z|I|∂z|J|∂ul
∣∣∣∣
0
)
depends polynomially on the parameters
C ≡
√
|ρ|U, C−1, ρ, ρ−1, a, r.
In the paper [Pa3], we have given the proof of Lemma 3.1.
LetM be a real hypersurfaceM in normal form. We define the isotropy subgroup
H(M) of M at the origin as follows:
H(M) = {σ ∈ H : φσ(M) =M}
where φσ is a normalization of M with initial value σ ∈ H . By Lemma 3.1, the
group H is homeomorphic to the set of germs φσ, σ ∈ H, with a topology induced
from the natural compact-open topology. Further, by Lemma 2.10 and Lemma 3.1,
the group H(M) is isomorphic as Lie group to the local automorphism group ofM .
Lemma 3.2. Let M be a nonspherical analytic real hypersurface and H(M) be the
isotropy subgroup of M such that there is a real number c ≥ 1 satisfying
sup
(U,a,ρ,r)∈H(M)
‖U‖ ≤ c <∞.
Then there exists a real number e > 0 satisfying
|a| ≤ e, e−1 ≤ |ρ| ≤ e, |r| ≤ e
for all elements
(U, a, ρ, r) ∈ H(M)
where e may depend on M and c.
Proof. For the parameter ρ, we have
|ρ (U)| l−22 =
∣∣∣Fl(U−1z, U−1z, λu)∣∣∣
|Fl(z, z, u)|
|ρ (U)|− l−22 =
∣∣Fl(Uz, Uz, λu)∣∣
|Fl(z, z, u)|
whenever we take a value z, u satisfying
Fl(z, z, u) 6= 0.
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Hence we have the following estimate:
|ρ (U)| l−22 ≤ sup
U
∣∣∣Fl(U−1z, U−1z, λu)∣∣∣
|Fl(z, z, u)|
|ρ (U)|− l−22 ≤ sup
U
∣∣Fl(Uz, Uz, λu)∣∣
|Fl(z, z, u)|
so that(
sup
U
∣∣Fl(Uz, Uz, λu)∣∣
|Fl(z, z, u)|
)−1
≤ |ρ (U)| l−22 ≤ sup
U
∣∣∣Fl(U−1z, U−1z, λu)∣∣∣
|Fl(z, z, u)| .
Note that there is a real number d depending only on Fl(z, z, u) such that∣∣∣Fl(U−1z, U−1z, λu)∣∣∣
|Fl(z, z, u)| ≤ d1 · c
l
where
c ≡ sup
(U,a,ρ,r)∈H(M)
‖U‖ ≥ 1.
Thus we obtain
d
− 2
l−2
1 · c−
2l
l−2 ≤ |ρ (U)| ≤ d
2
l−2
1 · c
2l
l−2 .
For the parameter a, we have
Hl+1 (z, z, u; a
∗(U))
= Fl+1(z, z, u)− sign{ρ (U) } |ρ (U)|
l+3
2 Fl+1(U
−1z, U−1z, sign{ρ (U) }u)
where
a∗ (U) = ρ (U)−1
√
|ρ (U)|Ua (U) .
Since the mapping a 7→ Hl+1 (z, z, u; a) is injective and the function Hl+1 (z, z, u; a)
depends only on Fl(z, z, u), we have the following estimate:
|a∗ (U)| ≤ d∗2 · c
2(l2+l−1)
l−2
which yields
|a (U)| ≤ d2 · c
2(l2+2l−2)
l−2
where d∗2, d2 depend only on Fl(z, z, u) and Fl+1(z, z, u).
For the parameter r, we have
− r (U)
2


∑
min(s,t)≥2
(l + s+ t)uFst(z, z, u)
+
∑
min(s,t)≥2
2(s− t)i〈z, z〉Fst(z, z, u)
−
∑
min(s,t)≥2
2〈z, z〉2
(
∂Fst
∂u
)
(z, z, u)


= λ |ρ (U)| l2 Fl+2(Uz, Uz, λu)− F˜l+2 (z, z, u; a) .
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By Lemma 3.1, the function F˜l+2 (z, z, u; a) depend polynomially, in fact, quadrat-
ically, on the parameter a. Hence we obtain the following estimate:
|r (U)| ≤ d3 · cL for some L ∈ N
where d3 depends only on Fl (z, z, u) , Fl+1 (z, z, u) , and Fl+2 (z, z, u) .
Then we take
e = max
{
d
2
l−2
1 · c
2l
l−2 , d2 · c
2(l2+2l−2)
l−2 , d3 · cL
}
.
This completes the proof.
Theorem 3.3. Let M be a nonspherical analytic real hypersurface in normal form.
Suppose that there is a real number c ≥ 1 satisfying
sup
(U,a,ρ,r)∈H(M)
‖U‖ ≤ c <∞.(3.1)
Then the group H(M) is compact.
Proof. By Theorem 2.12, the group H(M) is isomorphic to the following group:
{U : (U, a, ρ, r) ∈ H(M)} .
We claim that the group H(M) is closed under the condition (3.1). Suppose that
there is a convergent sequence in GL(n;C) such that
Um ∈ {U : (U, a, ρ, r) ∈ H(M)} for all m ∈ N
and, by the condition (3.1),
lim
m→∞
Um = U ∈ GL(n;C).
Then, by the functions ρ(U), a(U), r(U) in Theorem 2.12, we have the following
sequence:
(Um, a (Um) , ρ (Um) , r (Um)) ∈ H(M).
Under the condition (3.1), by Lemma 3.2, there is a real number e > 0 such that
|a (Um)| ≤ e, e−1 ≤ |ρ (Um)| ≤ e, |r (Um)| ≤ e for all m.
Then, by compactness, there is a subsequence mj such that the following limits
exists:
a = lim
j→∞
a
(
Umj
)
,
ρ = lim
j→∞
ρ
(
Umj
)
,
r = lim
j→∞
r
(
Umj
)
,
which satisfy
|a| ≤ e, e−1 ≤ |ρ| ≤ e, |r| ≤ e.
Then we consider the following subset K of H given by
K =
{
(U, a, ρ, r) ∈ H : 1
c
≤ ‖U‖ ≤ c .
|a| ≤ e, e−1 ≤ |ρ| ≤ e, |r| ≤ e} .
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Note that the set K is compact and
(Um, a (Um) , ρ (Um) , r (Um)) ∈ K for all m.
Then, by Lemma 3.1, for each σ ∈ K, there exist real numbers εσ, δσ > 0 such that
all normalizations
φσ′ , σ
′ ∈ K ∩ {τ ∈ GL(n;C) : ‖τ − σ‖ ≤ εσ}
as a power series at the origin converge absolutely and uniformly on the open ball
B(0; δσ). Notice that the following family of open sets
{τ ∈ GL(n+ 2;C) : ‖τ − σ‖ < εσ} , σ ∈ K
is an open covering of the set K. Since K is compact, there is a finite subcover, say,{
τ ∈ GL(n+ 2;C) : ‖τ − σj‖ < εσj
}
, σj ∈ H(M), j = 1, · · · , l.
Then we set
δ = min
1≤j≤m
{
δσj
}
> 0
so that each normalization φσ, σ ∈ K, as a power series at the origin converges
absolutely and uniformly on the open ball B(0; δ). Thus, by Motel theorem, the
family of normalizations φσ, σ ∈ K, are a normal family on B(0; δ).
By a standard argument of a normal family, passing to a subsequence of {mj},
if necessary, there is a holomorphic mapping φ on the open ball B(0; δ) such that
φ = lim
j→∞
φσmj
where
σmj =
(
Umj , a
(
Umj
)
, ρ
(
Umj
)
, r
(
Umj
))
.
Then, for φ = (f, g), we have(
∂f
∂z
∣∣∣∣
0
)
= lim
j→∞
√∣∣ρ(Umj )∣∣Umj =√|ρ|U(
∂f
∂w
∣∣∣∣
0
)
= − lim
j→∞
√∣∣ρ(Umj )∣∣Umja(Umj ) =√|ρ|Ua(
∂g
∂w
∣∣∣∣
0
)
= lim
j→∞
ρ(Umj ) = ρ(
∂2g
∂w2
∣∣∣∣
0
)
= 2 lim
j→∞
ρ(Umj )r(Umj ) = 2ρr.
Note that
0 < |detφ′| = |ρ|n+22 |detU | <∞.
Thus, by Hurwitz theorem, the mapping φ is a biholomorphic mapping on the ball
B(0; δ). Further, notice
φσm (M ∩B(0; δ)) ⊂M for all m ∈ N,
so that
φ (M ∩B(0; δ)) ⊂M.
Hence the mapping φ is a biholomorphic automorphism of M with initial value
σ ∈ H such that
σ = (U, a, ρ, r) ∈ H(M).
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Thus we have showed
U = lim
m→∞
Um ∈ {U : (U, a, ρ, r) ∈ H(M)} .
Then the group
{U : (U, a, ρ, r) ∈ H(M)} ⊂ GL(n+ 2;C)
is closed so that it is a compact Lie group. Therefore, we prove our claim that the
group H(M) is closed. Hence H(M) is a compact Lie group. This completes the
proof.
3.2. Theorem of a germ of a biholomorphic mapping. We study the analytic
continuation of a germ of a biholomorphic mapping to a finite neighborhood(cf.
[Vi]).
Lemma 3.4. Let M be a nonspherical analytic real hypersurface in normal form
and H(M) be the isotropy subgroup of M such that there is a real number c ≥ 1
satisfying
sup
(U,a,ρ,r)∈H(M)
‖U‖ ≤ c <∞.
Then there is a real number δ > 0 such that all local automorphisms of M, φσ,
σ ∈ H(M), converge absolutely and uniformly on the open ball B(0; δ).
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, for each σ ∈ H(M), there exist real numbers εσ, δσ > 0 such
that all normalizations
φσ′ , σ
′ ∈ H(M) ∩ {τ ∈ GL(n+ 2;C) : ‖τ − σ‖ ≤ εσ}
as a power series at the origin converges absolutely and uniformly on the open ball
B(0; δσ).
Note that the following family
{τ ∈ GL(n+ 2;C) : ‖τ − σ‖ < εσ} , σ ∈ H(M)
is an open covering of the set H(M). By Lemma 3.3, H(M) is compact. Thus there
is a finite subcover, say,{
τ ∈ GL(n+ 2;C) : ‖τ − σj‖ < εσj
}
, σj ∈ H(M), j = 1, · · · ,m.
Then we take
δ = min
1≤j≤m
{
δσj
}
> 0.
This completes the proof.
Theorem 3.5 (Vitushkin). LetM, M ′ be a nonspherical analytic real hypersurface
and p, p′ be points respectively of M,M ′ such that the two germs M at p and M ′
at p′ are biholomorphically equivalent. Suppose that there is a real number c ≥ 1
satisfying
sup
(U,a,ρ,r)∈Hp(M)
‖U‖ ≤ c <∞
where Hp(M) is a local automorphism group of M at the point p in a normal
coordinate. Then there is a real number δ > 0 depending only on M and M ′ such
that each biholomorphic mapping φ of M near the point p is analytically continued
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to the open ball B(p; δ) whenever φ(p) = p′ and there is an open neighborhood
U ⊂ B(p; δ) of the point p satisfying
φ(U ∩M) ⊂M ′.
Proof. We take a biholomorphic mapping φ of M to M ′ such that
φ(p) = p′
and, for an open neighborhood U of the point p,
φ(U ∩M) ⊂M ′.
Then we take normalizations φ1, φ2 respectively ofM,M
′ such that φ1, φ2 translate
the points p, p′ to the origin and there exist open neighborhoods U1, U2 respectively
of p, p′ and a real hypersurface M∗ in normal form satisfying
φ1(U1 ∩M) ⊂ M∗
φ2(U2 ∩M) ⊂ M∗.
Then, we obtain a biholomorphic mapping φ∗ defined by
φ∗ = φ2 ◦ φ ◦ φ−11 .
Notice that the mapping φ∗ is a local automorphism of M∗. By Lemma 3.4, there
is a real number δ∗ > 0 such that the mapping φ∗ continues holomorphically to the
open ball B(0; δ∗) satisfying
B(0; δ∗) ⊂ φ1 (U1)
B(0; δ∗) ⊂ φ2 (U2) .
Then the mapping
φ = φ−12 ◦ φσ∗ ◦ φ1
is biholomorphically continued to the open set
U1 ∩ φ−11 (B(0; δ∗)) .
We take a real number δ > 0 such that
B(p; δ) ⊂ U1 ∩ φ−11 (B(0; δ∗)) .
This completes the proof.
3.3. Kruzhilin-Loboda Theorem. By Lemma 2.10, we have a H-group action
on real hypersurfaces in normal form. Then the orbit structure in normal form may
be studied by examining the isotropy subgroup H(M) for a real hypersurfaceM in
normal form.
Lemma 3.6. Let K be a subset of H. The necessary and sufficient condition for
the set K to be conjugate to a subset of
(U, 0,±1, 0) ≡

 ±1 0 00 U 0
0 0 1

 ∈ H


is given as follows:
K ⊂ {(U, a,±1, r) ∈ H}
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and there exist a vector d ∈ Cn and a real number e ∈ R such that(
idn×n − λU−1
)
d = a
(1− λ) e+ i〈d, a〉 − i〈a, d〉 = r
for all
(U, a, λ, r) ∈ K.
Proof. Each element of H is decomposed as follows:
 ρ′ 0 0−C′a′ C′ 0
−r′ − i〈a′, a′〉 2ia′† 1

 =

 ρ′ 0 00 C′ 0
0 0 1



 1 0 0−a′ idn×n 0
−r′ − i〈a′, a′〉 2ia′† 1


where
a′†z = 〈z, a′〉.
Note that
 ρ′ 0 00 C′ 0
0 0 1



 ±1 0 00 U 0
0 0 1



 ρ′ 0 00 C′ 0
0 0 1


−1
=

 ±1 0 00 C′UC′−1 0
0 0 1

 .
Thus the straight forward computation yields
 1 0 0−a′ idn×n 0
−r′ − i〈a′, a′〉 2ia′† 1



 ρ 0 0−Ca C 0
−r − i〈a, a〉 2ia† 1

×

 1 0 0−a′ idn×n 0
−r′ − i〈a′, a′〉 2ia′† 1


−1
=

 ρ 0 0−Ca∗ C 0
−r∗ − i〈a∗, a∗〉 2ia∗† 1


where
a∗ = ρC−1a′ + a− a′
r∗ = ρr′ − r′ + r + i〈C(a− a′), a′〉 − i〈a′, C(a− a′)〉
+i〈a, a′〉 − i〈a′, a〉.
Hence the necessary and sufficient condition for the set K to be conjugate to a
subset of 
(U, 0,±1, 0) ≡

 ±1 0 00 U 0
0 0 1

 ∈ H


is given by
|ρ| = 1 and a∗ = r∗ = 0
for all
(U, a, ρ, r) ∈ K.
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The equalities a∗ = r∗ = 0 is yields
(idn×n − ρC−1)a′ = a
(1− ρ)r′ + i〈a′, a〉 − i〈a, a′〉 = r.
The necessary and sufficient condition is equivalent to the existence of a vector
a′ ∈ Cn and r′ ∈ R satisfying
|ρ| = 1
(idn×n − ρC−1)a′ = a
(1− ρ)r′ + i〈a′, a〉 − i〈a, a′〉 = r.
for all
(U, a, ρ, r) ∈ K.
This completes the proof.
Theorem 3.7 (Kruzhilin-Loboda). Let M be a real hypersurface in normal form
and H(M) be the isotropy group of M such that there is a real number c ≥ 1
satisfying
sup
(U,a,ρ,r)∈H(M)
‖U‖ ≤ c <∞.
Then there exists an element σ ∈ H satisfying
σH(M)σ−1 ⊂



 ±1 0 00 U 0
0 0 1

 ∈ H

 .
Proof. By Lemma 3.3, the group
G = {U : (U, a, ρ, r) ∈ H(M)} ,
is a compact Lie group. Thus we have a unique Haar measure µ on G such that∫
V ∈G
dµ (V ) = 1.
Suppose that M is defined by the equation
v = 〈z, z〉+ Fl(z, z, u) + Fl+1 (z, z, u) +O(l + 2).
By Theorem 2.12, there is a function ρ(U) satisfying
ρ = ρ(U)
for all
(U, a, ρ, r) ∈ H(M).
Then we have the following identity
|ρ (U)| l−22 Fl(z, z, u) = sign{ρ (U) }Fl
(
U−1z, U−1z, sign{ρ (U) }u
)
which yields
Fl(z, z, u) =
∫
G
{
sign{ρ (V ) }Fl
(
V −1z, V −1z, sign{ρ (V ) }u
)}
dµ (V )∫
G
|ρ (V )| l−22 dµ (V )
.
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Hence we easily see
sign{ρ (U) }Fl
(
U−1z, U−1z, sign{ρ (U) }u
)
= Fl(z, z, u)
so that
|ρ (U)| l−22 Fl(z, z, u) = Fl(z, z, u).
Thus we have
|ρ (U)| ≡ 1 for all U ∈ G
so that
H(M) ⊂ {(U, a,±1, r) ∈ H} .
By Theorem 2.12, there is a function a(U) satisfying
a = a(U)
for all
(U, a,±1, r) ∈ H(M).
Then we have the identity
Hl+1 (z, z, u; sign{ρ (U) }Ua (U))
= Fl+1(z, z, u)− sign{ρ (U) }Fl+1
(
U−1z, U−1z, sign{ρ (U) }u
)
.
Hence there is a vector a∗ satisfying
Hl+1 (z, z, u; a
∗)
= Fl+1(z, z, u)−
∫
G
{
sign{ρ (V ) }Fl+1
(
V −1z, V −1z, sign{ρ (V ) }u
)}
dµ(V )
where
a∗ =
∫
G
sign{ρ (V ) }V a (V ) dµ(V ).
Suppose that the normalization φ of M with initial value
(idn×n,−a∗, 1, 0) ∈ H
transforms M to a real hypersurface M ′. Then M ′ is defined up to weight l+ 1 by
the equation
v = 〈z, z〉+ Fl(z, z, u) + F ∗l+1 (z, z, u) +O(l + 2)
where
F ∗l+1 (z, z, u) =
∫
G
{
sign{ρ (V ) }Fl+1
(
V −1z, V −1z, sign{ρ (V ) }u
)}
dµ(V ).
We easily see that
sign{ρ (U) }F ∗l+1
(
U−1z, U−1z, sign{ρ (U) }u
)
= F ∗l+1 (z, z, u) .
Because the linear mapping a∗ 7→ Hl+1 (z, z, u; a∗) is injective, we obtain
H(M ′) ⊂ {(U, 0,±1, r) ∈ H} .
Suppose that M ′ is defined up to weight l + 2 by the equation
F (M ′) = Fl(z, z, u) + F ∗l+1 (z, z, u) + Fl+2 (z, z, u) +O(l + 3).
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By Theorem 2.12, there is a function r(U) satisfying
r = r(U)
for all
(U, 0,±1, r) ∈ H(M ′).
Then we have the following identity
− r (U)
2


∑
min(s,t)≥2
(l + s+ t)uFst (z, z, u)
+
∑
min(s,t)≥2
2(s− t)i〈z, z〉Fst (z, z, u)
−
∑
min(s,t)≥2
2〈z, z〉2
(
∂Fst
∂u
)
(z, z, u)


= sign{ρ (U) }Fl+2
(
Uz, Uz, sign{ρ (U) }u)− Fl+2 (z, z, u)
where
Fl(z, z, u) =
∑
min(s,t)≥2
Fst(z, z, u).
Hence there is a real number r∗ satisfying
− r
∗
2


∑
min(s,t)≥2
(l + s+ t)uFst (z, z, u)
+
∑
min(s,t)≥2
2(s− t)i〈z, z〉Fst (z, z, u)
−
∑
min(s,t)≥2
2〈z, z〉2
(
∂Fst
∂u
)
(z, z, u)


=
∫
G
sign{ρ (V ) }Fl+2
(
V z, V z, sign{ρ (V ) }u) dµ (V )− Fl+2 (z, z, u)
where
r∗ =
∫
G
r (V ) dµ (V ) .
Suppose that the normalization φ′ of M ′ with initial value
(id, 0, 1, r∗) ∈ H
transforms M ′ to a real hypersurface M ′′. Then M ′′ is defined up to weight l + 2
by the equation
v = 〈z, z〉+ Fl(z, z, u) + F ∗l+1 (z, z, u) + F ∗l+2 (z, z, u) +O(l + 3)
where
F ∗l+2 (z, z, u) =
∫
G
sign{ρ (V ) }Fl+2
(
V z, V z, sign{ρ (V ) }u) dµ (V ) .
We easily see that
sign{ρ (U) }F ∗l+2
(
Uz, Uz, sign{ρ (U) }u) = F ∗l+2 (z, z, u)
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which yields
H(M ′′) ⊂ {(U, 0,±1, 0) ∈ H} .
Then we take a normalization φσ with initial value σ ∈ H such that
φσ(M) =M
′′.
Then, by Lemma 2.10, we obtain
σH(M)σ−1 = H(M ′′).
This completes the proof.
4. Analytic continuation of a normalizing mapping
4.1. Chains on a spherical real hypersurface. By Theorem 0.4, each biholo-
morphic automorphism of the real hyperquadric
v = 〈z, z〉
is uniquely given by a composition of an affine mapping
z∗ = z + b
w∗ = w + 2i〈z, b〉+ c+ i〈b, b〉(4.1)
and a fractional linear mapping:
φ = φσ :
{
z∗ = C(z−aw)1+2i〈z,a〉−w(r+i〈a,a〉)
w∗ = ρw1+2i〈z,a〉−w(r+i〈a,a〉)
(4.2)
where
b ∈ Cn, c ∈ R
and the constants σ = (C, a, ρ, r) satisfy
a ∈ Cn, ρ 6= 0, ρ, r ∈ R,
C ∈ GL(n;C), 〈Cz,Cz〉 = ρ〈z, z〉.
Note that the local automorphism φ decomposes to
φ = ϕ ◦ ψ,
where
ψ :
{
z∗ = z−aw1+2i〈z,a〉−i〈a,a〉w
w∗ = w1+2i〈z,a〉−i〈a,a〉w
and ϕ :
{
z∗ = Cz1−rw
w∗ = ρw1−rw
.
Lemma 4.1. Let M be the real hyperquadric v = 〈z, z〉. Then the intersection of
the real hyperquadric M by a complex line l is given by a point, a curve γ, or the
complex line l itself. If the intersection is a curve γ, then γ is transversal to the
complex tangent hyperplane at every point of γ.
Proof. Let (κ, χ) ∈ Cn×C be a point of the real hyperquadric v = 〈z, z〉 such that
ℑχ = 〈κ, κ〉.
Then a complex line l passing through the point (κ, χ) is given by
{(κ, χ) + e(µ, ν) : e ∈ C}
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for some nonzero vector (µ, ν) ∈ Cn × C. Then the affine mapping (4.1) send the
complex line l to another complex line l∗ given by
{(κ+ b, χ+ 2i〈κ, b〉+ c+ i〈b, b〉) + e(µ, ν + 2i〈µ, b〉) : e ∈ C} .
Note that the complex line l∗ passes through the origin by taking
b = −κ, c = −ℜχ.
Thus we reduce the discussion to complex lines passing through the origin.
Suppose that the complex line l is tangent to the complex tangent hyperplane
at the origin so that l is given by
{c(a, 0) : c ∈ C}
for some nonzero vector a ∈ Cn. Then each point in the intersection of the real
hyperquadric M by the complex line l satisfies
cc〈a, a〉 = 0.
Thus we obtain that, whenever 〈a, a〉 6= 0,
M ∩ {c(a, 0) : c ∈ C} = {(0, 0)}
and, whenever 〈a, a〉 = 0,
M ∩ {c(a, 0) : c ∈ C} = {c(a, 0) : c ∈ C} .
Suppose that the complex line l is transversal to the complex tangent hyperplane
at the origin so that l is given by
{c(a, 1) : c ∈ C}
for some vector a ∈ Cn. We claim that the complex tangent hyperplanes of the
real hyperquadric M and the complex line l are transversal at each point of the
intersection γ:
γ =M ∩ {c(a, 1) : c ∈ C} .
Let (ca, c), c 6= 0, be a point of M so that
1
2i
(c+ c) = cc〈a, a〉(4.3)
and (µ, ν) ∈ Cn × C be a vector tangent to the complex tangent hyperplane of M
at the point (ca, c). Then we obtain
ν − 2i〈µ, ca〉 = 0
so that
(µ, ν) = µ1(1, 0, · · · , 0, 0, 2ie1ca1)
+µ2(0, 1, · · · , 0, 0, 2ie2ca2)
+ · · ·
+µn(0, 0, · · · , 0, 1, 2iencan)
where
〈z, z〉 = e1z1z1 + · · ·+ enznzn
e1, · · · , en = ±1.
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Thus the transversality at γ is determined by the value:
det


1 0 · · · 0 2ie1ca1
0 1
. . .
... 2ie2ca
2
...
. . .
. . . 0
...
0 · · · 0 1 2iencan
a1 a2 · · · an 1


= 1− 2ic〈a, a〉.
Suppose that
1− 2ic〈a, a〉 = 0.
Then the equality (4.3) yields c = 0. This is a contradiction to c 6= 0.
Thus the complex tangent hyperplanes of the real hyperquadric M and the
complex line l are transversal at each point of the intersection γ. Therefore, the
intersection γ is a curve transversal to the complex tangent hyperplanes of M at
each point of γ. This completes the proof.
Let M be a nondegenerate analytic real hypersurface in a complex manifold and
p be a point of M. Then we can take a normal coordinate with the center at the
point p so that M is defined by
v = 〈z, z〉+
∑
min(s,t)≥2
Fst(z, z¯, u)
where
∆F22 = ∆
2F23 = ∆
3F33 = 0.
A connected open curve γ on M is called a chain if it is locally putted into the
u-curve of a normal coordinate at each point of γ. A connected closed subarc of a
chain γ shall be called a chain-segment.
Lemma 4.2. Let M,M ′ be nondegenerate analytic real hypersurfaces and φ be a
biholomorphic mapping on an open neighborhood U of a point p ∈M such that
φ (U ∩M) ⊂M ′.
Suppose that there is a chain γ of M passing through the point p. Then the analytic
curve φ (U ∩ γ) is a chain of M ′.
Proof. Let q ∈ φ (U ∩ γ) . Since γ is a chain of M, there exist an open neighbor-
hood V of the point φ−1(q) ∈ γ and a normalization φ1 of M such that φ1 is
biholomorphic V and
φ1 (V ∩ γ) ⊂ {z = v = 0} .
Note that φ1 ◦φ−1 is a normalization of M ′ such that, for a sufficiently small open
neighborhood O of the point q, φ1 ◦ φ−1 is biholomorphic on O and
φ1 ◦ φ−1 (O ∩ φ (V ∩ γ)) ⊂ {z = v = 0} .
Since q is an arbitrary point of φ (U ∩ γ) , the analytic curve φ (U ∩ γ) is a chain.
This completes the proof.
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Lemma 4.3. Let M be a real hyperquadric v = 〈z, z〉 and p = (κ, χ) 6= 0 be a point
of M. Then there is a chain-segment γ : [0, 1]→M such that
γ(0) = 0, γ(1) = p
whenever
ℜχ 6= 0 or 〈κ, κ〉 6= 0.
Proof. Let φσ be a local automorphism of a real hyperquadric with initial value
σ ∈ H . Then the inverse φ−1σ of the local automorphism φσ is given by
φ−1σ :
{
z = C
−1(z∗+ρ−1Caw∗)
1−2i〈z∗,ρ−1Ca〉−w∗(−rρ−1+i〈ρ−1Ca,ρ−1Ca〉)
w = ρ
−1w∗
1−2i〈z∗,ρ−1Ca〉−w∗(−rρ−1+i〈ρ−1Ca,ρ−1Ca〉)
.(4.4)
Thus the chain passing through the origin and transversal to the complex tangent
hyperplane at the origin, γ, is given with a normal parametrization by
γ = φ−1 (z∗ = v∗ = 0) :
{
z = ρ
−1au∗
1−ρ−1u∗(−r+i〈a,a〉)
w = ρ
−1u∗
1−ρ−1u∗(−r+i〈a,a〉)
.
By taking r = 0, we easily see that the chain γ is the intersection of M and the
complex line
{c(a, 1) : c ∈ C} .
By Lemma 4.1, the chain γ is transversal to the complex tangent hyperplanes of
M at each point of γ.
Let (κ, χ) 6= 0 be a point in Cn × C on M such that
ℑχ = 〈κ, κ〉.
Then we have χ 6= 0 whenever
ℜχ 6= 0 or 〈κ, κ〉 6= 0.
Note that the origin and the point (κ, χ), χ 6= 0, is connected by the chain
Γ =M ∩ {c(χ−1κ, 1) : c ∈ C} .
This completes the proof.
Lemma 4.4. Let M be a spherical analytic real hypersurface. Then M is locally
biholomorphic to a real hyperquadric.
In the paper [Pa3], we have proved Lemma 4.4.
Theorem 4.5. Let M be a spherical analytic real hypersurface and γ : [0, 1]→M
be a curve such that γ[0, τ ] is a chain-segment for each τ < 1. Then γ[0, 1] is a
chain-segment of M.
Proof. By Lemma 4.4, the real hypersurface M is biholomorphic to a real hyper-
quadric at the point γ(1). Then, by Lemma 4.4, taking a normal coordinate with
center at the point γ(1) yields
v = 〈z, z〉
where the curve γ[0, 1] touches the origin and the part γ(0, 1) is a chain. By
Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.3, there exist a chain Γ passing through the origin, an
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open neighborhood U of the origin, and a normalization φ of M such that φ is
biholomorphic on U and
φ (Γ ∩ U) ⊂ {z = v = 0} .
Since γ[0, 1) ⊂ Γ and Γ is a chain of M, γ[0, 1] is a chain-segment. This completes
the proof.
Proposition 4.6. Let M be a spherical analytic real hypersurface and p be a point
of M. Suppose that there are an open cone Vθ with its vertex at the point p and
euclidean angle θ, 0 < θ < pi2 , to the complex tangent hyperplane at the point p,
and an open neighborhood U of the point p. Then there is a number δ > 0 such
that, for each given curve η : [0, 1] → Vθ ∩ B(p; δ), there is a continuous family of
chain-segments
γ : [0, 1]× [0, 1]→ U ∩M
where γ(s, ·) : [0, 1]→ U ∩M is a chain-segment of M for each s ∈ [0, 1] satisfying
γ(s, 0) = p and γ(s, 1) = η(s) for all s ∈ [0, 1].
Proof. By Lemma 4.4, there is a biholomorphic mapping φ ofM near the point p to
a real hyperquadric v = 〈z, z〉 such that N(p) = 0. Then we take a sufficiently small
number ε > 0 so that each point q ∈ φ(Vθ)∩B(0; ε) is connected by a chain-segment
γ ⊂ φ(U ∩M) to the origin. Then we take a number δ > 0 such that
φ (Vθ ∩B(p; δ)) ⊂ φ(Vθ) ∩B(0; ε).
By Lemma 4.3, there is a continuous family of complex line lτ such that the inter-
section lτ ∩ φ(U ∩M) is a chain and the chain lτ ∩ φ(U ∩M) connects the point
p and the point φ(η(τ)) for each τ ∈ [0, 1]. Hence there is a continuous family of
chain-segments
Γ : [0, 1]× [0, 1]→ φ(U ∩M)
where Γ(τ, ·) : [0, 1]→ φ(U ∩M) is a chain-segment for each τ ∈ [0, 1] satisfying
Γ(τ, 0) = 0 and Γ(τ, 1) = φ(η(τ)) for all τ ∈ [0, 1].
Then, by Lemma 4.2, the desired family of chain-segments on M is given by
γ ≡ φ−1 ◦ Γ : [0, 1]× [0, 1]→ U ∩M.
This completes the proof.
4.2. Chains on a nonspherical real hypersurface.
Lemma 4.7. Let M be a nondegenerate analytic real hypersurface and p be a point
of M. Suppose that there are an open cone Vθ with its vertex at the point p and
euclidean angle θ, 0 < θ < pi2 , to the complex tangent hyperplane at the point p,
and an open neighborhood U of the point p. Then there is a number δ > 0 such
that, for each given curve η : [0, 1] → Vθ ∩ B(p; δ), there is a continuous family of
chain-segments
γ : [0, 1]× [0, 1]→ U ∩M
where γ(s, ·) : [0, 1]→ U ∩M is a chain-segment of M for each s ∈ [0, 1] satisfying
γ(s, 0) = p and γ(s, 1) = η(s) for all s ∈ [0, 1].
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Proof. By translation and unitary transformation, if necessary, we may assume that
the point p is at the origin and the real hypersurface M is defined near the origin
by
v = F (z, z, u), F |0 = Fz |0 = Fz|0 = 0
so that
F (z, z, u) =
∞∑
s=2
F2(z, z, u).
With a sufficiently small number ε > 0, we consider an analytic family of real
hypersurfaces Mµ, |µ| ≤ ε, defined near the origin by the equations:
v = F ∗(z, z, u;µ)
where
F ∗(z, z, u;µ) =
∞∑
s=2
µk−2Fk(z, z, u).
Note that the function F ∗(z, z, u;µ) is analytic of z, u, µ and the real hypersurface
M0(i.e., µ = 0) is spherical.
Then we obtain an analytic family of ordinary differential equations
p′′ = Q(τ, p, p, p′, p′;µ)(4.5)
so that each chain γ passing through the origin on Mµ is given by
γ :
{
z = p(τ)
w = τ + iF ∗ (p(τ), p(τ), τ ;µ)
where p(τ) is a solution of the equation (4.5). The solution p of the equation (4.5)
is given as an analytic function of τ, µ, a, where
a = p′(0).
In fact, for a given real number ν ∈ R+, there are real numbers τ1, ε1 such that the
analytic function
p = p(τ, µ, a)
converges absolutely and uniformly on the range
|a| ≤ ν, |τ | ≤ τ1, |µ| ≤ ε1.
Since M0 is spherical, by Theorem 4.6, for an open neighborhood U0 of the
origin and an open cone Vθ0 with its vertex at the origin and euclidean angle θ0,
0 < θ0 <
pi
2 , to the complex tangent hyperplane at the origin, there is a number
δ0 > 0 such that, for each given curve η : [0, 1]→ Vθ0∩B(0; δ0), there is a continuous
family of chain-segments
γ0 : [0, 1]× [0, 1]→ U0 ∩M0
where γ0(s, ·) : [0, 1]→ U0∩M0 is a chain-segment ofM0 for each s ∈ [0, 1] satisfying
γ0(s, 0) = 0 and γ0(s, 1) = η(s) for all s ∈ [0, 1].
Then, for an open neighborhood U1 of the origin and an open cone Vθ1 with its
vertex at the origin and euclidean angle θ1, 0 < θ1 <
pi
2 , to the complex tangent
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hyperplane at the origin, there exist real numbers µ1, δ1 > 0 such that, for each
given curve η : [0, 1]→ Vθ1∩B(0; δ1), there is a continuous family of chain-segments
γ1 : [0, 1]× [0, 1]→ U1 ∩Mµ1
where γ1(s, ·) : [0, 1] → U1 ∩ Mµ1 is a chain-segment of Mµ1 for each s ∈ [0, 1]
satisfying
γ1(s, 0) = 0 and γ1(s, 1) = η(s) for all s ∈ [0, 1].
By the way, the real hypersurfaceMµ, µ 6= 0, is obtained from M by the biholo-
morphic mapping:
χµ :
{
z∗ = µ−1z
w∗ = µ−2w .
For an open neighborhood U of the origin and an open cone Vθ with its vertex at
the origin and euclidean angle θ, 0 < θ < pi2 , to the complex tangent hyperplane at
the origin, we take θ1 and a real number δ > 0 such that
χµ1 (Vθ ∩B(0; δ)) ⊂ Vθ1 ∩B(0; δ1).
Then, for each given curve η : [0, 1]→ Vθ ∩B(0; δ), there is a continuous family of
chain-segments
γ1 : [0, 1]× [0, 1]→ U1 ∩Mµ1
where γ1(s, ·) : [0, 1] → χµ1 (U ∩M) is a chain-segment of Mµ1 for each s ∈ [0, 1]
satisfying
γ1(s, 0) = 0 and γ1(s, 1) = χµ1 (η(s)) for all s ∈ [0, 1].
Then, by Lemma 4.2, the desired family of chain-segments on M is given by
γ ≡ χ−1µ1 ◦ γ1 : [0, 1]× [0, 1]→ U ∩M.
This completes the proof.
Theorem 4.8. Let M be an analytic real hypersurface with nondegenerate Levi
form and U be an open neighborhood of a point p of M. Then there are a number
ε > 0 and a point q ∈ U ∩M such that
B(p; ε) ⊂ U
and, for each given curve η : [0, 1] → B(p; ε) ∩M, there is a continuous family of
chain-segments
γ : [0, 1]× [0, 1]→ U ∩M
where γ(s, ·) : [0, 1]→ U ∩M is a chain-segment of M for each s ∈ [0, 1] satisfying
γ(s, 0) = q and γ(s, 1) = η(s) for all s ∈ [0, 1].
Proof. We take a point q sufficiently near the point p such that there are an open
cone Vθ and a number δ > 0 in Lemma 4.7 satisfying
p ∈ Vθ ∩B(q; δ).
Then we take a number ε > 0 such that
B(p; ε) ∈ Vθ ∩B(q; δ).
The desired result follows from Lemma 4.7. This completes the proof.
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4.3. Piecewise chain curve. Let M be an analytic real hypersurface with non-
degenerate Levi form. Let γ be a piecewise differentiable curve of [0, 1] intoM such
that there are disjoint open intervals Ii, i = 1, · · · ,m, satisfying
[0, 1] =
m⋃
i=1
Ii
and each fraction γ (Ii) , i = 1, · · · ,m, is a chain-segment. Then γ shall be called a
piecewise chain curve.
Lemma 4.9. Let M be a connected analytic real hypersurface and Γ be a continu-
ous curve on M connecting two points p, q ∈ M. Then, for a given number ε > 0,
there is a piecewise chain curve γ : [0, 1]→M such that
γ(0) = p, γ(1) = q
γ[0, 1] ⊂
⋃
x∈Γ
B(x; ε).
Proof. Since the curve Γ is compact, there are finitely many points xi ∈ Γ, i =
1, · · · , l, such that
Γ ⊂
l⋃
i=1
B(xi; ε).
Suppose that x is a point on Γ and x ∈ B(xi; ε). Then, by Lemma 4.8, there is a
number δx > 0 such that every two points y, z ∈ B(x; δx) are connected by at most
2-pieced chain curve γ ⊂ B(xi; ε).
Note that the set {B(x; δx) : x ∈ Γ} is an open covering of Γ. Since Γ is compact,
there is a finite subcover, say,
Γ ⊂
k⋃
j=1
B(yj ; δyj ).
Then there is at most 2k-pieced chain curve γ : [0, 1] → M connecting the two
point p, q ∈M such that
γ[0, 1] ⊂
⋃
x∈Γ
B(x; ε).
This completes the proof.
Lemma 4.10. Let M be a nondegenerate analytic real hypersurface. Suppose that
there is a piecewise chain curve γ connecting two points p, q ∈ M. Then M is
biholomorphic to a real hyperquadric at the point p if and only ifM is biholomorphic
to a real hyperquadric at the point q.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that p and q are connected by a
chain-segment γ : [0, 1]→M . Then there is a chain Γ of M satisfying
γ[0, 1] ⊂ Γ.
For each point x ∈ Γ, there are an open neighborhood Ux of x and a biholomorphic
mapping Nx such that
Nx(x) = 0
Nx(Ux ∩ Γ) ⊂ {z = v = 0} .
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Since the subset γ[0, 1] is compact, there is a finite subcover, say,
{Uxi : i = 1, · · · ,m} .
Suppose that the normalization Nxi transforms M ∩ Uxi to the real hypersurface
M ′xi defined near the origin by
v = 〈z, z〉+
∑
s,t≥2
F ist(z, z, u).
Note that the functions F ist(z, z, u) are analytic of u on the set Nxi(Uxi ∩ Γ). Thus
F ist(z, z, u) ≡ 0
whenever there is an open subset U ⊂ Uxi satisfying
F ist(z, z, u) = 0 for u ∈ Nxi(U ∩ Γ).
Thus the desired result follows. This completes the proof.
Theorem 4.11. Let M be a connected nondegenerate analytic real hypersurface.
Then M is not biholomorphic to a real hyperquadric at each point of M whenever
there is a point p of M at which M is not biholomorphic to a real hyperquadric.
Proof. The contrapositive may be stated as follows: M is locally biholomorphic
to a real hyperquadric at each point of M whenever M is biholomorphic to a
real hyperquadric at a point p of M. Suppose that there is a point p of M at
which M is biholomorphic to a real hyperquadric. By Lemma 4.9, each point q
of M is connected to p by a piecewise chain curve. Then, by Lemma 4.10, M is
biholomorphic to a real hyperquadric at the point q as well. Since M is connected,
this completes the proof.
Lemma 4.12. Let M be an analytic real hypersurface and U be an open neighbor-
hood of a point p ∈M. Suppose that U ∩M consists of umbilic points. Then U ∩M
is locally biholomorphic to a real hyperquadric.
In the paper [Pa3], we have given the proof of Lemma 4.12.
Theorem 4.13. Let M be a nondegenerate analytic real hypersurface and p be a
point of M. Suppose that M is not biholomorphic to a real hyperquadric at the point
p. Then there is a normalization φ near the point p such that φ (M) is defined by
the equation, for dimM = 3,
v = 〈z, z〉+
∑
min(s,t)≥2,max(s,t)≥4
Fst(z, z, u)
where
F24(z, z, u) 6= 0,
and, for dimM ≥ 5,
v = 〈z, z〉+
∑
min(s,t)≥2
Fst(z, z, u)
where
F22(z, z, u) 6= 0.
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Proof. Suppose that the assertion is not true. Then M is umbilic on all points of
all chains passing through the point p. Then, by Theorem 4.7, there is an open set
U such that every point of U ∩M is connected to p by a chain of M. Hence U ∩M
consists of umbilic points so that, by Lemma 4.12, U ∩M is locally biholomorphic
to a real hyperquadric. By Lemma 4.10,M is biholomorphic to a real hyperquadric
at the point p as well. This is a contradiction. This completes the proof.
4.4. Global straightening of a chain. Let M be a nondegenerate analytic real
hypersurface defined near the origin by the equation
v =
1
4α
ln
1
1− 4α〈z, z〉 +
∑
min(s,t)≥2
Fst(z, z¯, u)
where α is a given real number and
∆F22 = ∆
2F23 = ∆
3F33 = 0.
By using the expansion
− ln (1− x) =
∞∑
m=1
xm
m
,
the defining equation of M comes to
v = 〈z, z〉+
∑
min(s,t)≥2
F ∗st(z, z¯, u)
where
∆F ∗22(z, z, u) = 4α(n+ 1)〈z, z〉
∆2F ∗23(z, z, u) = 0
∆3F ∗33(z, z, u) = 32α
2n(n+ 1)(n+ 2).
We may require the maximal analytic extension along the u-curve on the real hy-
persurface M in Moser-Vitushkin normal form.
Lemma 4.14. Let M be a real hypersurface defined near the origin by
v = 〈z, z〉+
∑
min(s,t)≥2
Fst(z, z¯, u)
where
∆F22 = ∆
2F23 = ∆
3F33 = 0.
Let L be the mapping
L :
{
z∗ = z1−iαw
w∗ = 12iα ln
1+iαw
1−iαw =
1
α
tan−1 αw
.
Then L (M) is defined near the origin by the equation
v =
1
4α
ln
1
1− 4α〈z, z〉 +
∞∑
min(s,t)≥2
F ∗st(z, z¯, u)
where
∆F ∗22 = ∆
2F ∗23 = ∆
3F ∗33 = 0.
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Proof. Suppose that the real hypersurface M is in Chern-Moser normal form is
defined by the equation
v = 〈z, z〉+
∑
min(s,t)≥2
Fst(z, z¯, u)
where
∆F22 = ∆
2F23 = ∆
3F33 = 0.(4.6)
Let L be a normalization ofM to Moser-Vitushkin normal form leaving the u-curve
invariant. We require the identity initial value on the normalization L so that L is
necessarily of the form(cf. the proof of Theorem 0.4)
L :
{
z∗ =
√
q′(w)U(w)z
w∗ = q(w)
where
〈U(u)z, U(u)z〉 = 〈z, z〉 and U(0) = idn×n.
Suppose that L transforms M to a real hypersurface M ′ defined by
v = 〈z, z〉+
∑
min(s,t)≥2
F ∗st(z, z¯, u).
Then we obtain
F22(z, z, u) = q
′(u)F ∗22(U(u)z, U(u)z, q(u))
− i〈z, z〉〈z, U(u)−1{U ′(u) + 1
2
q′(u)−1q′′(u)U(u)}z〉
+ i〈z, z〉〈U(u)−1{U ′(u) + 1
2
q′(u)−1q′′(u)U(u)}z, z〉(4.7)
and
F23(z, z, u) = q
′(u)
√
|q′(u)|F ∗23(U(u)z, U(u)z, q(u)).(4.8)
The condition ∆2F23 = 0 in (4.6) yields
∆2F ∗23(z, z, u) = 0
so that the u-curve is a chain of M ′. We require that M ′ is in Moser-Vitushkin
normal form so that
∆F ∗22(z, z, u) = 4α(n+ 1)〈z, z〉
∆2F ∗23(z, z, u) = 0
∆3F ∗33(z, z, u) = 32α
2n(n+ 1)(n+ 2).
Then, in (4.7), we require the following condition
∆F22(z, z, u) = 0
∆F ∗22(z, z, u) = 4α(n+ 1)〈z, z〉
so that
4α(n+ 1)q′(u)〈z, z〉
+ i(n+ 2){〈U(u)−1U ′(u)z, z〉 − 〈z, U(u)−1U ′(u)z〉}
+ i〈z, z〉{Tr(U(u)−1U ′(u))− Tr(U(u)−1U ′(u))}
= 0.(4.9)
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From the condition 〈U(u)z, U(u)z〉 = 〈z, z〉, we obtain
〈U(u)−1U ′(u)z, z〉+ 〈z, U(u)−1U ′(u)z〉 = 0
Tr(U(u)−1U ′(u)) + Tr(U(u)−1U ′(u)) = 0.
The equality (4.9) comes to
2αi(n+ 1)q′(u)idn×n = (n+ 2)U(u)−1U ′(u) + Tr(U(u)−1U ′(u))idn×n,
which yields
Tr(U(u)−1U ′(u)) = αniq′(u).
Hence we obtain
U ′(u) = αiq′(u)U(u).
Thus the function U(u) is given by
U(u) = expαiq(u).
Then the mapping L is necessarily of the form:
L :
{
z∗ =
√
q′(w)z expαiq(w)
w∗ = q(w)
.
Then we have
F33(z, z, u) = q
′(u) |q′(u)|F ∗33(z, z, q(u))
− 6αq′(u)2〈z, z〉F ∗22(z, z, q(u))
+
{
− q
′′′(u)
3q′(u)
+
1
2
(
q′′(u)
q′(u)
)2
+ 6α2q′(u)2
}
〈z, z〉3.(4.10)
We have the following identities:
∆3〈z, z〉3 = 6n(n+ 1)(n+ 2)
∆3 {F ∗33(z, z, q(u))} = ∆3F ∗33(z, z, q(u))
∆3 {〈z, z〉F ∗22(z, z, q(u))} = 3(n+ 2)∆2F ∗22(z, z, q(u)).
Then, by requiring in (4.10) the following conditions
∆3F33(z, z, u) = 0
and
∆F ∗22(z, z, u) = 4α(n+ 1)〈z, z〉
∆3F ∗33(z, z, u) = 32α
2n(n+ 1)(n+ 2),
we obtain
q′′′(u)
3q′(u)
− 1
2
(
q′′(u)
q′(u)
)2
+
2α2
3
· q′(u)2 = 0.
We easily check that the solution q(u) with the initial value
q(0) = q′′(0) = 0 and q′(0) = 1
is given by
q(w) =
1
2iα
ln
1 + iαw
1− iαw =
1
α
tan−1 αw.
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Then, with this q(w), we easily check as well that√
q′(w) expαiq(w) =
1
1− iαw .
This completes the proof.
Lemma 4.15 (Ezhov). Let M be an analytic real hypersurface in Moser-Vitushkin
normal form and φ be a normalization of M to Moser-Vitushkin normal form such
that φ leaves the u-curve invariant. Then the mapping φ is given by
φ :
{
z∗ =
√
sign{q′(0)}q′(w)Uzeαi(q(w)−w)
w∗ = q(w)
where
〈Uz, Uz〉 = sign{q′(0)}〈z, z〉
and the function q(u) is a solution of the equation:
q′′′
3q′
− 1
2
(
q′′
q′
)2
+
2α2
3
(
q′2 − 1) = 0.
Proof. Suppose that the real hypersurfaceM is in Moser-Vitushkin normal form is
defined by the equation
v = 〈z, z〉+
∑
min(s,t)≥2
Fst(z, z¯, u)
where
∆F22(z, z, u) = 4α(n+ 1)〈z, z〉
∆2F23(z, z, u) = 0
∆3F33(z, z, u) = 32α
2n(n+ 1)(n+ 2).
Let φ be a normalization ofM to Moser-Vitushkin normal form leaving the u-curve
invariant. Then the mapping φ is necessarily of the form(cf. the proof of Theorem
0.4)
φ :
{
z∗ =
√
sign{q′(0)}q′(w)U(w)z
w∗ = q(w)
where
〈U(u)z, U(u)z〉 = sign{q′(0)}〈z, z〉.
Suppose that φ transforms M to a real hypersurface M ′ defined by
v = 〈z, z〉+
∑
min(s,t)≥2
F ∗st(z, z¯, u).
Then we obtain
F22(z, z, u) = q
′(u)F ∗22(U(u)z, U(u)z, q(u))
− i〈z, z〉〈z, U(u)−1{U ′(u) + 1
2
q′(u)−1q′′(u)U(u)}z〉
+ i〈z, z〉〈U(u)−1{U ′(u) + 1
2
q′(u)−1q′′(u)U(u)}z, z〉
F23(z, z, u) = q
′(u)
√
|q′(u)|F ∗23(U(u)z, U(u)z, q(u)).
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Then we easily see that
∆2F ∗23(z, z, u) = 0.
We require the following condition
∆F22(z, z, u) = ∆F
∗
22(z, z, u)
= 4α(n+ 1)〈z, z〉
so that
4α(n+ 1)(q′(u)− 1)〈z, z〉
+ i(n+ 2){〈U(u)−1U ′(u)z, z〉 − 〈z, U(u)−1U ′(u)z〉}
+ i〈z, z〉{Tr(U(u)−1U ′(u))− Tr(U(u)−1U ′(u))}
= 0.(4.11)
From the equality
〈U(u)z, U(u)z〉 = sign{q′(0)}〈z, z〉,
we have identities
〈U(u)−1U ′(u)z, z〉+ 〈z, U(u)−1U ′(u)z〉 = 0
Tr(U(u)−1U ′(u)) + Tr(U(u)−1U ′(u)) = 0.
The equality (4.11) comes to
2αi(n+ 1)(q′(u)− 1)idn×n = (n+ 2)U(u)−1U ′(u) + Tr(U(u)−1U ′(u))idn×n,
which yields
Tr(U(u)−1U ′(u)) = αni(q′(u)− 1).
Hence we obtain
U ′(u) = αi(q′(u)− 1)U(u).
Thus the function U(u) is given by
U(u) = U(0)eαi(q(u)−u).
Then the mapping φ is necessarily of the form:
φ :
{
z∗ =
√
sign{q′(0)}q′(w)U(0)z expαi(q(w) − w)
w∗ = q(w)
where
〈U(0)z, U(0)z〉 = sign{q′(0)}〈z, z〉.
Then we have
F33(z, z, u) = q
′(u) |q′(u)|F ∗33(U(0)z, U(0)z, q(u))
− 6αq′(u)(q′(u)− 1)〈z, z〉F ∗22(U(0)z, U(0)z, q(u))
+
{
− q
′′′(u)
3q′(u)
+
1
2
(
q′′(u)
q′(u)
)2
+ 3α2 (q′(u)− 1)2
}
〈z, z〉3.(4.12)
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We have the following identities:
∆3〈z, z〉3 = 6n(n+ 1)(n+ 2)
∆3
{
F ∗33(U(0)z, U(0)z, q(u))
}
= sign{q′(0)}∆3F ∗33(z, z, q(u))
∆3
{
〈z, z〉F ∗22(U(0)z, U(0)z, q(u))
}
= 3(n+ 2)∆2F ∗22(z, z, q(u)).
Then, requiring in (4.12) the following condition
∆3F33(z, z, u) = ∆
3F ∗33(z, z, u)
= 32α2n(n+ 1)(n+ 2),
we obtain
q′′′(u)
3q′(u)
− 1
2
(
q′′(u)
q′(u)
)2
= 6α2 (q′(u)− 1)2 + 16α
2
3
(
q′(u)2 − 1)
−12α2q′(u) (q′(u)− 1)
= −2α
2
3
(
q′(u)2 − 1) .
This completes the proof.
Lemma 4.16 (Vitushkin). Let q(u) be an analytic solution of the equation
q′′′(u)
3q′(u)
− 1
2
(
q′′(u)
q′(u)
)2
+
2α2
3
(
q′(u)2 − 1) = 0.(4.13)
Then the function q(u) is given by the relation
e2αiq(u) = eiλ
e2αiu + κ
1 + κe2αiu
where
λ ∈ R, κ ∈ C, |κ| 6= 1.
Further, the function q(u) satisfies the relation[
q(u2)− q(u1)
piα−1
]
= sign{q′(0)}
[
u2 − u1
piα−1
]
.
Proof. Let L be the mapping in Lemma 4.14. Then the normalization φ = (f∗, g∗)
to Moser-Vitushkin normal form is given by the relation
φ = L ◦ ϕ ◦ L−1
where ϕ = (f, g) is a normalization to Chern-Moser normal form. Explicitly, we
obtain {
f∗(z, w) =
f(z(1−i tanαw),α−1 tanαw)
1−iαg(z(1−i tanαw),α−1 tanαw)
g∗(z, w) = α−1 tan−1 αg
(
z(1− i tanαw), α−1 tanαw) .
Here we take
ϕ :
{
z∗ = Cz1−rw
w∗ = ρw1−rw
so that
φ :
{
z∗ =
√
sign{Q′(0)}Q′(exp 2αiw)Cz
w∗ = 12αi lnQ(exp 2αiw)
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where
Q(w) = eiλ
w + κ
1 + κw
and
eiλ =
α(1 + ρ) + ir
α(1 + ρ)− ir , κ =
α(1 − ρ)− ir
α(1 + ρ) + ir
,
ρ = Q′(0) 6= 0, ρ, r ∈ R.
Then the solution q(u) of the equation (4.13) is given by
q(u) =
1
2αi
lnQ(exp 2αiu)
so that
e2αiq(u) = eiλ
e2αiu + κ
1 + κe2αiu
where
λ ∈ R and |κ| 6= 1.
Finally, note that the mapping
w∗ = eiλ
w + κ
1 + κw
is an automorphism of the circle S1. Thus we obtain[
q(u2)− q(u1)
piα−1
]
= sign{q′(0)}
[
u2 − u1
piα−1
]
.
This completes the proof.
Theorem 4.17 (Vitushkin). Let M be a nondegenerate analytic real hypersurface
and γ be a chain passing through the point p. Suppose that there are an open neigh-
borhood U of p and a normalizing mapping φ of M to Moser-Vitushkin normal form
such that φ translates the point p to the origin and
φ(γ ∩ U) ⊂ {z = v = 0} .
Then the biholomorphic mapping φ of M is biholomorphically continued along γ
such that γ is mapped by the mapping φ into the u-curve in Moser-Vitushkin normal
form.
Proof. Let M ′ be a real hypersurface in Moser-Vitushkin normal form such that
M ′ is maximally extended along the u-curve to the interval (u−, u+), where
−∞ ≤ u− < 0 < u+ ≤ ∞.
Let φ be a normalizing mapping of M to M ′ such that γ is mapped by φ into the
u-curve and the point p is mapped by φ to the origin. Then we claim that the
mapping φ is biholomorphically continued along γ so that
φ(γ) ⊂ (u−, u+).(4.14)
Suppose that the assertion is not true. Then there is a chain-segment λ : [0, 1]→ γ
such that λ(0) = p and φ is analytically continued along all subpath λ[0, τ ], τ < 1,
but not the whole path λ[0, 1]. Let q = λ(1). Since γ is a chain and q is an interior
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point of γ, there are an open neighborhood V of the point q and a normalizing
mapping h of M to Moser-Vitushkin normal form satisfying
h(q) = 0
h(V ∩ γ) ⊂ {z = v = 0} .
We take a point x on λ[0, 1] such that
x ∈ λ[0, 1) ∩ U.
Then, by Lemma 4.15, there are an open neighborhood W of the point x and a
biholomorphic mapping k satisfying
φ = k ◦ h on W ∩ V.
By Lemma 4.15 and Lemma 4.16, the mapping k is biholomorphically extended to
an open neighborhood of the whole u-curve. Thus passing to an open subset of U
containing λ[0, 1] ∩ U, if necessary, the following mapping
k ◦ h on V
is an analytic continuation of φ over the point λ(1). Then necessarily we have
k ◦ h(λ[0, 1] ∩ V ) ⊂ (u−, u+).
This completes the proof.
4.5. Extension of a chain.
Lemma 4.18. LetM be a nondegenerate analytic real hypersurface and γ : [0, 1]→
M be a continuous curve. Then there exist a continuous family of real hypersurfaces
Mτ , τ ∈ [0, 1], in normal form and a continuous family of biholomorphic mappings
φτ , τ ∈ [0, 1], such that φτ translates the point γ(τ) to the origin and transforms
the germ M at γ(τ) to the germ Mτ at the origin for each τ ∈ [0, 1] and the radius
of convergence of the mapping φτ at the origin depends only on M and the point
γ(τ).
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that the point γ(0) is the origin
and the real hypersurface M is defined near the origin by
v = F (z, z, u) , F |0 = Fz |0 = Fz|0 = 0
and the curve γ[0, 1] is given by some continuous functions p(τ) and q(τ) via the
equation
γ :
{
z = p(τ)
w = q(τ) + iF (p(τ), p(τ), q(τ))
for τ ∈ [0, 1]
where
q(τ) = q(τ).
Let ϕτ be a biholomorphic mapping defined by
ϕτ :
{
z∗ = z − p(τ)
w∗ = w − q(τ) − 2i∑nα=1 zα ( ∂F∂zα ) (p(τ), p(τ), q(τ)) .
Then we obtain the real hypersurfaces ϕτ (M) , τ ∈ [0, 1], defined at the origin by
the equation
v = F τ (z, z, u) , F τ |0 = F τz |0 = F τz |0 = 0
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where
F τ (z, z, u) = F (z + p(τ), z + p(τ), u + q∗(τ))
−F (p(τ), p(τ), q(τ))
−
n∑
α=1
zα
(
∂F
∂zα
)
(p(τ), p(τ), q(τ))
−
n∑
β=1
zβ
(
∂F
∂zβ
)
(p(τ), p(τ), q(τ))
and
q∗(τ) = q(τ) + i
n∑
α=1
zα
(
∂F
∂zα
)
(p(τ), p(τ), q(τ))
−i
n∑
β=1
zβ
(
∂F
∂zβ
)
(p(τ), p(τ), q(τ)) .
Let ψτ = (f
τ , gτ ) be a normalization of the germs ϕτ (M) , τ ∈ [0, 1], with
identity initial value such that the real hypersurface ψτ ◦ ϕτ (M) is defined by the
equation
v = 〈z, z〉+
∞∑
k=4
F ∗τk (z, z¯, u).
By Theorem 0.6, the functions{
τ 7−→ (f τ , gτ )
τ 7−→∑∞k=4 F ∗τk (z, z¯, u)
are conditnuous. Then the mappings φτ = ψτ ◦ ϕτ and the real hypersurfaces
Mτ = ψτ ◦ ϕτ (M) for each τ ∈ [0, 1] satisfy all the required conditions. This
cmpletes the proof.
Lemma 4.19. LetM be a nondegenerate analytic real hypersurface and γ : [0, 1]→
M be a curve such that γ[0, τ ] is a chain-segment for each τ < 0. Let U be an open
set satisfying γ[0, 1) ⊂ U and φ be a normalization of M on U to Moser-Vitushkin
normal form. Suppose that there is a chain-segment λ on φ (M) in the u-curve
satisfying
φ(γ[0, 1)) ⊂ λ.
Then
sup
0≤τ<1


∥∥∥( ∂f∂z |φ◦γ(τ)
)∥∥∥(∣∣∣ ∂g∂w |φ◦γ(τ)
∣∣∣) 12 ,
∥∥∥∥( ∂f∂z |φ◦γ(τ)
)
−1
∥∥∥∥(∣∣∣ ∂g∂w |φ◦γ(τ)
∣∣∣)− 12

 <∞
where
φ−1 = (f, g) .
Proof. Suppose that the real hypersurface M is defined on an open neighborhood
U of the origin by the equation
v = F (z, z, u) , F |0 = dF |0 = 0
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and the curve γ[0, 1] ⊂ M ∩ U is passing through the origin. Then there is a
biholomorphic mapping
φ :
{
z = z∗ +D (z∗, w∗)
w = w∗ + g (z∗, w∗)
where
Dz (0, u) = 0, ℜg(0, u) = 0
such that the mapping φ straightens γ[0, 1] into the u-curve and transforms M to
a real hypersurface φ (M) defined by
v = F ∗11 (z, z, u) +
∑
s,t≥2
F ∗st (z, z, u)
where
(tr)
2
F23 = 0.
Note that F ∗11 (z, z, uτ) is the Levi form of M at the point γ (τ) ∈ U ∩ M for
τ ∈ [0, 1], where
(0, uτ) = φ ◦ γ (τ) .
Since λ is a chain-segment, F ∗11 (z, z, uτ ) may be finite for all τ ∈ [0, 1]. Thus we
can take a matrix E1 (u) and a real number c > 0 such that
F ∗11 (z, z, u) = 〈E1 (u) z, E1 (u) z〉
and
sup
τ∈[0,1]
{
‖E1 (uτ )‖ ,
∥∥∥E1 (uτ )−1∥∥∥} ≤ c <∞.
We shall show
sup
0≤τ<1
{
‖E (uτ )‖ ,
∥∥∥E (uτ )−1∥∥∥} <∞
where φ−1 = (f, g) and
E(u) =
(
∂f
∂z
∣∣∣
z=v=0
)
√∣∣∣ ∂g∂w ∣∣∣
z=v=0
∣∣∣ .
Here the function E(u) satisfies the following ordinary differential equation(cf.
[Pa2])
F ∗11
(
E (u)
−1
E′ (u) z, z, u
)
= − 2i
n+ 1
· trF ∗22 (z, z, u) +
1
2
(
∂F ∗11
∂u
)
(z, z, u)
+
i
(n+ 1)(n+ 2)
· (tr)2 F ∗22 × F ∗11 (z, z, u) .
We easily see that there is a real number e > 0 such that
sup
0≤τ<1
∥∥E(uτ )−1E′(uτ )∥∥ ≤ e <∞.
Notice that
E(u)−1E′(u) = − (E(u)−1)′ E(u).
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Because λ is a chain-segment, we have∫
φ◦γ[0,1]
du ≤
∫
λ
du <∞.
Hence we obtain the following estimates
‖E(uτ )‖ ≤ ‖E(u0)‖ exp
∫
φ◦γ[0,1]
edu <∞
∥∥E(uτ )−1∥∥ ≤ ∥∥E(u0)−1∥∥ exp
∫
φ◦γ[0,1]
edu <∞
where
(0, u0) = φ ◦ γ (0) .
So the condition F ∗11 (z, z, u) = 〈E (u) z, E (u) z〉 determines the matrix E (u)
such that
E (u) = U (u)E1 (u)
where U (u) is any matrix satisfying
〈U (u) z, U (u) z〉 = 〈z, z〉.
Hence we have the following relation
c−1 ‖E (uτ )‖ ≤ ‖U (uτ )‖ ≤ c ‖E (uτ )‖
c−1
∥∥∥E (uτ )−1∥∥∥ ≤ ∥∥∥U (uτ )−1∥∥∥ ≤ c ∥∥∥E (uτ )−1∥∥∥
for all τ ∈ [0, 1]. Therefore, we also have showed
sup
τ∈[0,1)
{
‖U (uτ )‖ ,
∥∥∥U (uτ )−1∥∥∥} <∞.
This completes the proof.
Lemma 4.20. Let M be an analytic real hypersurface in normal form defined by
v = 〈z, z〉+ F ∗ (z, z, u)
where
F ∗ (z, z, u) =
∞∑
k=4
F ∗k (z, z, u) .
Suppose that M is not a real hyperquadric. Then there is an integer l ≥ 4 such that
F ∗k (z, z, u) = 0 for all k ≤ l − 1
F ∗l (z, z, u) 6= 0
for any value of U, a, ρ, r.
In the paper [Pa3], we have given the proof of Lemma 4.20.
Theorem 4.21. Let M,M ′ be nonspherical analytic real hypersurfaces and γ :
[0, 1]→M be a curve such that γ[0, τ ] is a chain-segment for each τ < 1. Let U be
an open neighborhood of γ[0, 1) and φ be a biholomorphic mapping on U such that
φ transforms M to a real hypersurface M ′ satisfying
φ(U ∩M) ⊂M ′
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and there is a chain-segment λ : [0, 1]→M ′ satisfying
φ(γ[0, 1)) ⊂ λ.
Suppose that there is a real number c ≥ 1 such that
sup
0≤τ≤1
sup
(Uτ ,0,ρτ ,rτ )∈Hλ(τ)(M ′)
‖Uτ‖ ≤ c <∞(4.15)
where Hλ(τ)(M
′) is the local automorphism group of M ′ at the point λ(τ) in a
normal coordinate with the chain-segment λ on the u-curve. Then there exists a
chain Γ on M satisfying
γ[0, 1] ⊂ Γ,
i.e., γ[0, 1] is a chain-segment.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that the real hypersurface M ′ is
in Moser-Vitushkin normal form with the chain-segment λ on the u-curve so that
M ′ is defined by the equation
v =
1
4α
ln
1
1− 4α〈z, z〉 +
∞∑
k=4
Gk (z, z, u) .
Here we assume α 6= 0 and later we shall take a sufficiently small value for α.
There exists a continuous function τ 7→ uτ for τ ∈ [0, 1] such that
(0, uτ ) = φ(γ(τ)) ⊂ λ for τ ∈ [0, 1).
Since the chain-segment λ is compact, there is a real number u1 such that
(0, u1) = lim
τ→1
φ(γ(τ)) ∈ λ.
Then we obtain a continuous family of analytic real hypersurfaces M ′τ , τ ∈ [0, 1],
defined near the origin by
v =
1
4α
ln
1
1− 4α〈z, z〉 +G
τ (z, z, u)
where, for τ ∈ [0, 1],
Gτ (z, z, u) =
∞∑
k=4
Gk (z, z, u+ uτ )
=
∞∑
k=4
Gτk (z, z, u) .
By Lemma 4.18, we obtain a continuous family of analytic real hypersurfacesMτ ,
τ ∈ [0, 1], in normal form and a continuous family of biholomorphic mappings ϕτ
for the real hypersurfaceM and the curve γ : [0, 1]→M. Then, for each τ ∈ [0, 1),
there exist an open neighborhood Vτ of the origin and a chain γτ on Mτ passing
through the origin such that
ϕ−1τ (Vτ ∩ γτ ) ⊂ γ[0, 1).
Suppose that Mτ , τ ∈ [0, 1], is defined in normal form by
v = 〈z, z〉+
∞∑
k=4
F τk (z, z, u) .
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By Lemma 4.20, there is a well-defined integer mτ , τ ∈ [0, 1], such that{
F τk (z, z, u) = 0 for k ≤ mτ − 1
F τmτ (z, z, u) 6= 0
because Mτ is nonspherical.
Let φτ be a normalization of Mτ for each τ ∈ [0, 1) to Moser-Vitushkin normal
form such that the initial value σ of the mapping φτ is given by
σ = (idn×n, aτ , 1, 0)
where aτ is determined by the condition
φτ (γτ ∩Mτ ) ⊂ {z = v = 0}
Suppose that φτ (Mτ ) , τ ∈ (0, 1), is defined near the origin by the equation
v =
1
4α
ln
1
1− 4α〈z, z〉 + F
∗τ (z, z, u; aτ )
where
F ∗τ (z, z, u; aτ ) =
∞∑
k=4
F ∗τk (z, z, u; aτ ) .
Notice that the function τ 7−→ aτ is continuous on [0, 1) and, by Theorem 0.6, the
function
τ 7−→ F ∗τ (z, z, u; a)
is continuous on [0, 1) for a fixed a ∈ Cn.
Note that the two real hypersurfaces φτ (Mτ ) and M
′
τ are in Moser-Vitushkin
normal form and biholomorphic to each other at the origin for all τ ∈ [0, 1) by a
biholomorphic mapping leaving the u-curve invariant. Thus there is a mapping
ψτ :
{
z∗ =
√
q′τ (w)Uτz expαi(qτ (w) − w)
w∗ = qτ (w)
such that
φτ (Mτ ) = ψτ (M
′
τ ) for all τ ∈ [0, 1).
Then the function qτ (u) is a solution of the ordinary differential equation
q′′′
3q′
− 1
2
(
q′′
q′
)2
+
2α2
3
(
q′2 − 1) = 0
with the initial conditions
ℜq(0) = 0, ℜq′(0) = ρτ ∈ R+, ℜq′′(0) = 2ρτrτ ∈ R.
Suppose that ψτ (M
′
τ ) , τ ∈ [0, 1), is defined by the equation
v =
1
4α
ln
1
1− 4α〈z, z〉 +G
∗τ (z, z, u)
where
G∗τ (z, z, u) =
∞∑
k=4
G∗τk (z, z, u;Uτ , ρτ , rτ ) .
Since φτ (Mτ ) = ψτ (M
′
τ ) for τ ∈ [0, 1), we obtain
F ∗τk (z, z, u; aτ ) = G
∗τ
k (z, z, u;Uτ , ρτ , rτ ) for k ≥ 4.(4.16)
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We take a sequence τj , j ∈ N, such that
τj ∈ [0, 1) and τj ր 1.
Then there exist a matrix Uτj and a function qτj (u) such that
ψτj :
{
z∗ =
√
q′τj (w)Uτjz expαi(qτj (w)− w)
w∗ = qτj (w)
.
Lemma 4.19 and the condition (4.15) allow us to assume
sup
j
∥∥Uτj∥∥ <∞
so that, passing to a subsequence, if necessary, there exist a matrix U satisfying
U = lim
j→∞
Uτj .
By Lemma 4.16, all the functions qτj (u) satisfy the following estimate∣∣qτj (u)∣∣ = ∣∣qτj (u)− qτj (0)∣∣
≤ pi |α|−1
{[∣∣qτj (u)− qτj (0)∣∣
pi |α|−1
]
+ 1
}
≤ pi |α|−1
{[
|u|
pi |α|−1
]
+ 2
}
≤ |u|+ 2pi |α|−1 .
Because λ is a chain-segment on M ′, the functions qτj (u) are bounded in the range
which we have interested in. Further, notice that
qτj
(
piα−1
)
= ±piα−1 for all j.
Then, passing to a subsequence, if necessary, Montel theorem and Hurwitz theorem
allow us to have a function q(u) such that
q(u) = lim
j→∞
qτj (u)
and
q (0) = 0 and q′ (0) 6= 0.
Hence, passing to a subsequence, if necessary, there is a real number e > 0 such
that
sup
j
{∥∥Uτj∥∥ , ∥∥∥U−1τj ∥∥∥ , ∣∣ρτj ∣∣ , ∣∣∣ρ−1τj ∣∣∣ , ∣∣rτj ∣∣} ≤ e <∞.
By the definition of the integer m1, we have{
limτ→1 F τk (z, z, u) = 0, k = 4, · · · ,m1 − 1,
limτ→1 F τm1 (z, z, u) 6= 0.
Then the funtion F ∗τm1+1 (z, z, u; aτ) may be decomposed to three parts as follows
F ∗τm1+1 (z, z, u; aτ) = F
τ
m1+1 (z, z, u) +H
τ
m1+1 (z, z, u; aτ ) + L
τ
m1+1 (z, z, u; aτ )
(4.17)
where
(1) the function Hτm1+1 (z, z, u; a) is determined by the function F
τ
m1
(z, z, u),
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(2) the function Lτm1+1 (z, z, u; a) is determined by the functions F
τ
k (z, z, u) , k ≤
m1 − 1,
(3) the function Hτm1+1 (z, z, u; a) is linear with respect to a and the mapping
a 7−→ lim
α→0
lim
τ→1
Hτm1+1 (z, z, u; a)
is injective(cf. Lemma 2.8), where α is the parameter of Moser-Vitushkin
normal form,
(4) the function Lτm1+1 (z, z, u; a) depends polynomially on the parameter a and
lim
α→0
lim
τ→1
Lτm1+1 (z, z, u; a) = 0 for any fixed a ∈ Cn.
Notice that there is a real number ε1 > 0 such that the mapping
a 7−→ Hτm1+1 (z, z, u; a)
is injective for all |α| ≤ ε1 and all τ ≥ 1− ε1. We take a value for the parameter α
such that 0 < |α| ≤ ε1.
Then the equalities (4.16) and (4.17) yields
H
τj
m1+1
(
z, z, u; aτj
)
+ L
τj
m1+1
(
z, z, u; aτj
)
= G
∗τj
m1+1
(
z, z, u;Uτj , ρτj , rτj
)− F τjm1+1 (z, z, u) .
By taking smaller ε1 > 0, if necessary, the injectivity of the mapping a 7−→
Hτm1+1 (z, z, u; a) allows to take an estimate of aτj such that there is a real number
c1 > 0 and ∣∣aτj ∣∣ ≤ c1 <∞ for all τj , j ∈ N.
Notice that the function τ → aτ is continuous. Thus there exists a real number
c > 0 such that
|aτ | ≤ c <∞ for all τ ∈ [0, 1).
Therefore, there exists a sufficiently small real number δ > 0 independent of
τ ∈ [0, 1) such that the real hypersurface Mτ and the chain γτ ⊂Mτ extend to
Mτ = φ
−1
τ (ψτ (M
′
τ ) ∩B(0; δ))
γτ = φ
−1
τ ({z = v = 0} ∩B(0; δ))
and the mappings ϕ−1τ extends biholomorphically on B(0; δ).
Then there is a sufficiently small real numbers ε > 0 such that
γ(1) ∈ ϕ−11−ε (B(0; δ))
so that the following curve Γ defined by
Γ = γ[0, 1) ∪ ϕ−11−ε (γ1−ε)
is a chain on M such that
γ[0, 1] ⊂ Γ.
This completes the proof.
Note that the condition (4.15) is trivially satisfied if the Levi form on the real
hypersurface M is definite.
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Theorem 4.22. Let M be a strongly pseudoconvex analytic real hypersurface and
γ be a chain on M. Let Γ : (0, 1) → M be the maximally extended connected open
analytic curve on M containing the chain γ and Γ0 be a maximal subarc of Γ such
that Γ0 contains the chain γ and Γ0 is transversal to the complex tangent hyperplane
of M at each point of Γ0. Then Γ0 is a chain, i.e., for each point p ∈ Γ0, there exist
an open neighborhood U of the point p and a biholomorphic mapping φ on U such
that
φ(U ∩ Γ) ⊂ {z = v = 0}
and the mapping φ translates the point p to the origin and transforms the germ M
at the point p to normal form.
Proof. Let M ′ be a real hypersurface in Moser-Vitushkin normal form such that
M ′ is maximally extended along the u-curve to the interval (u−, u+), where
−∞ ≤ u− < 0 < u+ ≤ ∞.
Suppose that there is a normalizing mapping φ of M to M ′ such that γ is mapped
by φ into the u-curve. Then, by Theorem 4.17, the mapping φ is biholomorphically
continued along γ so that
φ(γ) ⊂ (u−, u+).
By Theorem 4.21, the chain γ can be extended on M, say, to a chain Γ ⊂ M,
whenever an end limit of γ exists on M and the corresponding end limit of φ(γ) is
an interior point of (u−, u+). By Theorem 4.17, the mapping φ is biholomorphically
continued along Γ so that
φ(Γ) ⊂ (u−, u+).
Hence there exists a unique chain Γ : (0, 1) → M maximally extended from the
chain γ such that
lim
τ→0
Γ(τ) /∈M or lim
τ→0
φ(Γ(τ)) ∈ {u−, u+}
and
lim
τ→1
Γ(τ) /∈M or lim
τ→1
φ(Γ(τ)) ∈ {u−, u+}.
Suppose that
lim
τ→0
Γ(τ) ∈M and lim
τ→0
φ(Γ(τ)) ∈ {u−, u+}.
We claim that the analytic curve Γ : (0, 1)→M is not analytically continued over
the limit
q = lim
τ→0
Γ(τ) ∈M
transversely to the complex tangent hyperplane of M at the point q ∈ M. Oth-
erwise, there exist an open neighborhood U of the point q and an analytic curve
λ : (−1, 1)→M such that
U ∩ λ(0, 1) ⊂ Γ(0, 1) and λ(0) = q
and λ is transversal to the complex tangent hyperplanes of M at each point of λ.
Then there exist a sufficiently small real number ε > 0 such that the analytic curve
λ(−ε, ε) ∪ Γ(0, 1)
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is an chain as well. Then M ′ is analytically extended along the u-curve over the
point u− or u+. This is a contradiction to the definition of the point u− and u+.
Therefore, the chain Γ is the maximally extended connected open analytic curve
containing the chain γ which is transversal to the complex tangent hyperplanes of
M at each point of Γ. This completes the proof.
5. Analytic continuation of a biholomorphic mapping
5.1. On a spherical real hypersurface.
Theorem 5.1 (Pinchuk, Chern-Ji). Let M be a spherical analytic real hypersur-
faces with definite Levi form in a complex manifold, U be a connected neighborhood
of a point p ∈M, and φ be a biholomorphic mapping such that φ(U ∩M) ⊂ S2n+1.
Then the mapping φ continues holomorphically along any path in M as a locally
biholomorphic mapping.
Proof. Suppose that the assertion is not true. Then there would exists a path γ[0, 1]
such that a biholomorphic mapping φ at the point p = γ(0) can be biholomorphi-
cally continued along all subpath γ[0, τ ] with τ < 1, but not along the whole path.
We set q = γ(1). Since M is spherical, every point of M is umbilic. By Lemma
4.12, there is an open subset Uq of the point q and a biholomorphic mapping hq on
Uq such that
hq(Uq ∩M) ⊂ S2n+1
and we can take τ satisfying γ(t) ∈ Uq ∩M for all t ∈ [τ, 1]. Then there are an
open neighborhood U of the point γ(τ) and a unique automorphisms ϕ of S2n+1
such that
φ = ϕ ◦ hq on U ∩ Uq.
By a classical theorem of Poincare´, ϕ is biholomorphic on an open neighborhood of
S2n+1. Thus passing to an open subset of Uq containing γ[0, 1] ∩ Uq, if necessary,
ϕ◦hq is an analytic continuation of φ on Uq. This is a contradiction. This completes
the proof.
Theorem 5.2 (Pinchuk). Let D be a bounded strongly pseudoconvex domain in
Cn+1 with simply connected real-analytic boundary ∂D. Suppose that ∂D is a spher-
ical analytic real hypersurface. Then there is a biholomorphic mapping φ of D onto
Bn+1.
Proof. By Lemma 4.12, ∂D is locally biholomorphic to S2n+1. We take a point
p ∈ ∂D and an open neighborhood U of p such that there is a biholomorphic
mapping φ on U satisfying φ(U∩∂D) ⊂ S2n+1. Then, by Theorem 5.1, the mapping
φ extends along any path on ∂D as a local biholomorphic mapping. Since ∂D is
simply connected, the monodromy theorem yields a unique biholomorphic extension
φ, by keeping the same notation, on an open neighborhood of ∂D.
Note that φ : ∂D → S2n+1 is an open mapping because φ is biholomorphic on
an open neighborhood of ∂D. Since ∂D is compact, the mapping φ : ∂D → S2n+1
is a covering map. Further, since S2n+1 is simply connected, the mapping φ :
∂D→ S2n+1 is a simple covering map so that there exists a biholomorphic inverse
φ−1 : S2n+1 → ∂D. By Hartogs extension theorem, the mappings φ, φ−1 extend to
open neighborhoods respectively of D and Bn+1. Thus the mapping φ induces a
biholomorphic mapping of D onto Bn+1. This completes the proof.
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Theorem 5.3. Let D be simply connected open set in a complex manifold with
compact simply connected real-analytic boundary ∂D and compact closure D. Sup-
pose that ∂D is a spherical analytic real hypersurface. Then there is a biholomorphic
mapping φ of D onto Bn+1.
Proof. By the same argument, there is a biholomorphic mapping φ on an open
neighborhood of the boundary ∂D such that φ : ∂D → S2n+1 is a simple covering
map. Thus there exists a biholomorphic inverse φ−1 : S2n+1 → ∂D. By Hartogs
extension theorem, the mapping φ−1 extends to the open ballBn+1 as a local biholo-
morphic mapping. Since Bn+1 and D are compact, the mapping φ−1 : Bn+1 → D
is a covering mapping. Since D is simply connected, φ−1 : Bn+1 → D is a simple
covering map. Thus the mapping φ induces a biholomorphic mapping of D onto
Bn+1. This completes the proof.
Let Q be a real hyperquadric in CPn+1 which is defined in a homogeneous coor-
dinate (
η, ζ1, · · · , ζn, ξ) ∈ Cn+2
by the equation
1
2i
(
ξη − ηξ) = 〈ζ, ζ〉
where
〈ζ, ζ〉 ≡ ζ1ζ1 + · · ·+ ζeζe − · · · − ζnζn.
Then the real hyperquadric Q is given in the inhomogeneous coordinate chart≃
C
n+1 by the equation
1
2i
(w − w) = 〈z, z〉
where
z =
(
ζ1
η
, · · · , ζ
n
η
)
, w =
ξ
η
.
Lemma 5.4 (Chern-Moser). Let Q be a real hyperquadric in CPn+1 and U be an
open neighborhood of a point p ∈ Q. Suppose that there is a biholomorphic mapping
φ on U such that φ(U∩Q) ⊂ Q. Then the mapping φ extends to be an automorphism
of Q which is biholomorphic on an open neighborhood of Q.
Proof. By composing a linear mapping of CPn+1 to φ, if necessarily, we may assume
that φ has a fixed point q ∈ Q. Further, passing to an inhomogeneous coordinate
chart, φ is a local automorphism of the real hyperquadric v = 〈z, z〉 in Cn+1. By
Theorem 0.4, the mapping φ is necessarily to be a fractional linear mapping as
follows:
z∗ =
C(z − aw)
1 + 2i〈z, a〉 − w(r + i〈a, a〉)
w∗ =
ρw
1 + 2i〈z, a〉 − w(r + i〈a, a〉) .
Thus the mapping φ extends to be a linear mapping in CPn+1. This completes the
proof.
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Theorem 5.5. Let M be a spherical analytic real hypersurface with nondefinite
Levi form in a complex manifold, U be a connected neighborhood of a point p ∈M,
and φ be a biholomorphic mapping on U such that
φ(U ∩M) ⊂ Q
where Q is a real hyperquadric in CPn+1. Then the mapping φ continues holomor-
phically along any path on M as a locally biholomorphic mapping.
Proof. Suppose that the assertion is not true. Then there would exists a path γ[0, 1]
with p = γ(0) such that a biholomorphic mapping φ on the neighborhood U of p
can be biholomorphically continued along all subpath γ[0, τ ] with τ < 1, but not
along the whole path. We set q = γ(1). SinceM is spherical, by Lemma 4.12, there
is an open subset Uq of the point q and a biholomorphic mapping hq on Uq such
that
hq(Uq ∩M) ⊂ Q.
We take τ satisfying γ(t) ∈ Uq ∩ M for all t ∈ [τ, 1]. Then there are an open
neighborhood U of the point γ(τ) and a unique automorphisms ϕ of Q such that
φ = ϕ ◦ hq on U ∩ Uq.
By Lemma 5.4, ϕ is biholomorphic on an open neighborhood of Q. Then passing
to an open subset of Uq containing γ[0, 1] ∩ Uq, if necessary, ϕ ◦ hq is an analytic
continuation of φ on Uq. This is a contradiction. This completes the proof.
5.2. On a nonspherical real hypersurface.
Lemma 5.6. Let M,M ′ be nonspherical analytic real hypersurfaces and U be an
open neighborhood of a point p ∈M . Suppose that M ′ is compact and the local au-
tomorphism group of M ′ at each point q ∈M ′ is compact. Let φ be a biholomorphic
mapping of M such that φ(U ∩M) ⊂ M ′. Then φ is analytically continued along
any chain γ passing through the point p.
Proof. Suppose that the assertion is not true. Then there is a chain-segment γ :
[0, 1]→M such that γ(0) = p and φ can be biholomorphically continued along all
subpath γ[0, τ ] with τ < 1, but not along the whole path.
Because M ′ is compact, there exists the limit
q ≡ lim
τ→1
φ(γ(τ)) ∈M ′.
By Lemma 4.2, the subarc φ ◦ γ : [0, τ ] → M ′ is a chain-segment for all τ < 1.
Then, by Theorem 4.21, there exists a chain Γ′ on M ′ such that
lim
τ→1
φ(γ[0, τ ]) ⊂ Γ′,
where the condition (4.15) in Theroem 4.21 is satisfied because the local automor-
phism group of M ′ at each point q ∈M ′ is compact.
Without loss of generality, we may assume thatM ′ is in Moser-Vitushkin normal
form with the chain Γ′ in the u-curve. Since γ : [0, 1] → M is a chain-segment,
there is a chain Γ on M such that
γ[0, 1] ⊂ Γ.
Note that φ(U ∩ γ[0, 1]) ⊂ Γ′. Then, by Theorem 4.17, the mapping φ is biholo-
morphically continued along the chain Γ. Since the point γ(1) is an interior point
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of Γ, φ is biholomorphically continued on an open neighborhood of the point γ(1).
This is a contradiction. This completes the proof.
Theorem 5.7 (Pinchuk, Ezhov-Kruzhilin-Vitushkin). Let M, M ′ be nonspherical
connected analytic real hypersurfaces in complex manifolds such that M ′ is compact
and every local automorphism group of M ′ at each point is compact. Suppose that
there exist an open neighborhood U of a point p of M and a biholomorphic map-
ping φ on U such that φ(U ∩M) ⊂ M ′. Then the mapping φ is biholomorphically
continued along any path in M .
Proof. Suppose that the assertion is not true. Then there is a path γ : [0, 1]→ M
such that γ(0) = p and the mapping φ can be biholomorphically continued along
all subpath γ[0, τ ] with τ < 1, but not along the whole path.
Let V be an open neighborhood of the point q = γ(1). Then, by Theorem 4.8,
there are a real number δ > 0 and a point x ∈ V ∩ M such that B(q; δ) ⊂ V
and, for each given curve η : [0, 1] → B(q; δ) ∩M, there is a continuous family of
chain-segments
Γ : [0, 1]× [0, 1]→ V ∩M
where Γ(s, ·) : [0, 1]→ V ∩M is a chain-segment of M for each s ∈ [0, 1] satisfying
Γ(s, 0) = q and Γ(s, 1) = η(s) for all s ∈ [0, 1].
We take τ such that τ < 1 and γ[τ, 1] ⊂ B(q; δ) ∩M. Then there is a continuous
family of chain-segments
Γ : [τ, 1]× [0, 1]→ V ∩M
such that
Γ(s, 0) = x and Γ(s, 1) = γ(s) for all s ∈ [τ, 1].
By Lemma 5.6, the germ φγτ at the point γ(τ) is analytically continued to a
germ φx at the point x along the chain-segment Γ(τ, ·). Then, by Lemma 5.6, the
germ φx is analytically continued to a germ φγs at each point γs ∈ γ[τ, 1] along the
chain-segments Γ(s, ·), s ∈ [τ, 1].
We claim that the germs φγs , s ∈ [τ, 1], are the analytic continuations of the
germ φγτ at the point γ(τ) along the subarc γ[τ, 1]. Otherwise, there would exist a
number r, τ < r ≤ 1, such that the germs φγs , s ∈ [τ, r), are analytic continuations
of the germ φγτ at the point γ(τ), but the germ φγr is not an analytic continuation
of the germ φγτ . By the way, the germ φγr is an analytic continuation of the germ
φx. Note that the chain-segment Γ(r, ·) is compact. Thus there is a number ε > 0
such that each germ φΓ(r,t), 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, at the point Γ(r, t) converges absolutely and
uniformly on the open ball B(Γ(r, t); τ). Then we can find a number r1, τ < r1 < r,
such that
Γ(r1, [0, 1]) ⊂
⋃
0≤t≤1
B(Γ(r, t); τ).
Note that the germ φγr1 is an analytic continuation of φx along the chain-segment
Γ(r1, ·) and, at the same time, it is an analytic continuation of φγr along the subarc
γ[r1, r]. Then, necessarily, φγr is an analytic continuation of φ at the point γ(τ)
along the path γ[τ, r]. This contradiction proves our claim.
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Therefore, the mapping φ is analytically continued to an open neighborhood of
the point q = γ(1) along the path γ[0, 1]. This is a contradiction. This completes
the proof.
Theorem 5.8 (Pinchuk). Let D,D′ be bounded strongly pseudoconvex domains in
Cn+1 with simply connected real-analytic boundaries. Suppose that there is a con-
nected neighborhood U of a point p ∈ ∂D and a biholomorphic mapping φ on U
such that φ(U ∩∂D) ⊂ ∂D′. Then φ extends to a biholomorphic mapping of D onto
D′.
Proof. Suppose that ∂D is a nonspherical real hypersurface. Then, by Theorem
4.11, ∂D is nonspherical as well. By Theorem 5.7, φ analytically extends along
any path on ∂D. Since ∂D is simply connected, by the monodromy theorem, φ
analytically extend to an open neighborhood of ∂D as a local biholomorphic map-
ping. Since ∂D is compact, φ : ∂D → ∂D′ is a covering map. Since ∂D′ is simply
connected, φ : ∂D→ ∂D′ is a simple covering map so that there is a biholomorphic
inverse φ−1 : ∂D′ → ∂D. Then, by Hartogs extension theorem, φ, φ−1 analytically
extend to open neighborhoods respectively of D,D′.
Suppose that ∂D is a spherical real hypersurface. Then, by Theorem 4.11 and
Lemma 4.12, ∂D′ is spherical as well. By Theorem 5.2, the domains D,D′ are
both biholomorphic to an open ball Bn+1 so that D is biholomorphic to D′. This
completes the proof.
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